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The Camera Club now
has the entries received
for the club's third
annual photography
competition on display
at the Murray/
Calloway County Public Library. Page S

Miyazawa says Japan
must'reward America

SPORTS:
The Murray State Lady
Racers posted a 72-69
victory Saturday night
over MTSU in Racer
Arena -to open -their
OVC schedule. Page 6

MONDAY
January 6
WORLD

TOKYO (AP) — Striking a conciliatory stance on the eve of President Bush's arrival, Prime Minister
Kiichi Miyazawa said today that
his nation must be a "friend in
need" to an economically struggling United States.
Bush, on a mission to pry open
Japanese markets, is to arrive from
South Korea on Tuesday with an
entourage of 18 business
executives.
They will spend four days in
Japan to try to boost the recessionweary U.S. economy by getting
Japan to buy more American
goods.
"It's over 40 years that Japan
has benefited from the friendship
of the United States, and it's about
time we reciprocate, we reward the
friendship," Miyazawa said in
fluent English in an interview with
U.S. reporters.
"We'd like to be a friend in
need, and that I think will have the

SEOUL, South Korea — President Bush today offered to
improve long-sour relations with
North Korea if it honors a promise to permit nuclear inspectors
and projects more "peaceful
intehtions" toward its neighbors.
Page 2

STATE
LEXINGTON — Plunging
interest rates have made a proposal to improve Kentucky's
state parks even more appealing,
but the. project may still be
delayed for two years, Gov.
Brereton Jones said. Page 12

support of the Japanese people."
Miyazawa did not cite specific
concessions he would make during
the visit but vowed to do "all I can
do to see to it that more American
cars can come free of
encumbrances."
He also said he is persuading the
Japanese auto industry to do more
to expand imports of American
carS and car parts.
The prime minister's remarks
came amid indications the Japanese
auto industry already is poised to
offer some assistance to its American counterparts, and statements by
Bush acknowledging these
initiatives:
•Spokesmen for Japanese auto
makers said the companies plan to
open their domestic dealerships to
the Big Three U.S. automakers and
even set sales targets for U.S. cars
in Japan.

St JOHN MISS1

Murray firefighters climb upon the roof of the St. John Missionary Baptist Church at Spruce and L.P
Miller streets Sunday morning to fight a blaze which caused major structural damage. The fire, reported
around 1:51 a.m., reportedly started in the women's choir room. State and local fire marshals are still
investigating the cause of the fire. (A follow-up on the church's plans for services will be reported
Staff photo by Walter Apperaoa
Tuesday.)

(Cant'd on page 2)

Just say no: budget chiefs will disappoint many
By CHARLES WOLFE
Assoclatarl Prase Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The General Assembly convenes Tuesday in
what promises to be a gloomy, perhaps contentious session.
The prospect of a cut-to-thebone budget for the next two fiscal

years hangs over the Capitol like a
cloud.
"It's going to be an extremely
rough session from a fiscal
viewpoint," said Sen. Mike Moloney of Lexington, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
"This is probably the worst (out-

look) we've had," said Rep. Joe
Clarke of Danville, Moloney's
counterpart in the House. "But it's
the difference between bad and
badder.
"We're always in a position
where we're telling people 'no.'
We're just telling a large,majority
of them 'no' this time.'

The 1992 session will be played
against the bleak background of an
economy in recession.
Gov. Brereton Jones' administration decided last week that estimates of state revenue for the current' btfdget year were too high.
During the coming two years,
some state employees may have to
be laid off, pay raises for the others
delayed or reduced and some programs may have to be put on the
shelf, officials said.
million. Approximately S2 million
And there are some big tickets to
will be raised locally.
be paid — education, particularly
The budget cuts last year post- increased state funding that was
poned needed renovation projects implicitly promised in the 1990
across campus.
Kentucky Education Reform Act,
Other funding priorities include: and Medicaid, the state-federal
• $7.9 million for the renovation program that pays for health care
of the Carr Health Building which for the poor.
is more than 50 years old.
Here is a closer look:
• $10.8 million to renovate the 'Medicaid: A change in federal
Blackburn Science Building.
rules is forcing Kentucky and other
• $5.7 million to renovate Woods states to find other ways to raise
Hall, MSU's oldest dormitory.
the money needed to attract match• More than $2 million for vari- ing federal dollars.
ous projects such as renovation of
Money from special state assessthe West Kentucky Livestock Show ments on health-care providers that
& Exposition Center, purchase of participate in Medicaid is to be inehigh-rise firefighting equipment ligible for the match after June
and installation of a sprinkler sys- 1993.
One plan to be advanced in the tem and elevator improvements in
Faculty Hall.
session is a tax on all health-care

MSU has a 'Buddy' in Frankfort
For the first time, Murray State
University will have a permanent
representative in Frankfort during
the 1992 General Assembly,
according to a published report.
Buddy Buckingham, coordinator
of economic development in the
Center of Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach, will be at
the state capitol each Tuesday
through Friday during the esession,
lobbying for MSU's needs and
reporting on actions taken by the
legislators.
At least three other universities,
including Western, Kentucky State
and Kentucky, annually assign a
staffer to the sessions.
Funding priorities of MSU during this session will be additional
money for the regional special

SPORTS
AUSTIN, Texas — The Murray
State Racers (3-7) try to break a
four-game losing streak tonight
when they play the Texas Longhorns. Page 6

BUSINESS
- The Big Three
DETROITautomakcrs, hammered by the
recession and waning consumer
confidence, closed out one of
the worst years in recent history
in 1991. Page 2

FORECAST
Cloudy tonight with light wind.
Lows in the mid-30s. Partly sunny Tuesday. Highs around 50.

HOW TO CALL THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY
BILL STATUS: call
1-800-382-2455.
MESSAGES TO LEGISLATORS: 1-800-372-7181.
DAILY SCHEDULE OF
EVENTS: 1-800-633-9650.
To write a lawmaker: Legislative Offices, Capital Annex,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
events center and the restoration of
more than $1.43 million that was
cut from the school's budget.
_ MSU has received $10 million
from the state for the special events
center and seeks an additional $8

1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.5, +0.2; below 313.2, +0.7
BARKI,EY LAKE
354.6, +0.3; below 318.1, +0.6
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Band students at Murray Middle School got back to rehearsals Monday morning as Christmas vacation
ended and school resumed throughout the Murray Independent School District. Pictuced are (front, from
left): Adam Meloan and Heath Kramer. Back row, from left: Beth Stribling, Murray Independent's assistant director of bands and Max Johnson.

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murrhy Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular orrice hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

providers, not just Medicaid
participants.
'Education: Kentucky Education
Commissioner Thomas C. Boysen
wants a $181 million increase for
schools in the next budget year. He
is unlikely to get it, according to
the administration.
If he did, total education spending would be raised to $2.2 billion
next year. The lion's share, $1.5
billion, would go to local districts
and per-pupil spending would be
raised 5 percent.
.Campaign finance and elections:
The emphasis is on cutting the
individual contribution limit, which
currently is $4,000 per candidate in
a single election. That allows one
person to pump as much as $8,000
to a candidate who wins a primary
and goes on to a fall* campaign.
Jones has suggested a $100 limit,
and a group of House Republicans
last week promised to push for a
$300 limit. Others have suggested
$500 or thereabouts.
At least two proposals for public
financing of campaigns were
drafted for possible introduction.
'Economic development: One
proposed bill would create a semi-

I. •••.‘ 14

•

issues affecting colleges and universities, foresaw scant growth in
university support from the 1992
sessions of state legislatures.
Even in states that have escaped
the recession, tight budgets are
expected.
"We were booming along there
for a while, but it caught up with
us," Ann Daley, executive director
of Washington state's Higher Edu-

•
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• ••• • r
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cation Coordinating Board, told the
Chronicle.
Washington Gov. Booth Gardner
is proposing large tuition increases
to combat a state deficit.
School officials are asking for
hefty increases-; anyway — as
much as 61 percent for, four-year
institutions.,in Mississippi, 42.6
percent in South Carolina and 30.7
percent in Florida.
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(Cont'd on page 2)

TBILISI, Georgia (AP) — President Zviad Gamsakhurdia, his loyalists providing cover with heavy
gunfire, fled the capital before
dawn today after a bloody twoweek siege by opposition fighters.
The rebel leaders who ousted
Gamsakhurdia had set up a ruling
military council last week and said
today they would try to form a
civilian government that could call
new elections as early as April.
After Gamsakhurdia and his forces withdrew before dawn from
their makeshift bunker in the Parliament building, victorious opposition fighters waved red-black-andwhite Georgian national flags and
fired their weapons into the air, in
jubilation. Others carried bottles of
liquor out of the Parliament building to a tal4e where they were
pouring drinks.
There was no sign of fighting in
the capital this morning, but about
9:30 a.m., a fife broke out in the
Parliament building, engulfing one

wing and sending a huge cloud of
black smoke into the air.
Rustavelli Prospect, the wide
avenue in front of the building, was
littered with abandoned cars and
other debris of the siege, which
claimed at least 73 lives and left
some 400 people wounded.
The avenue swarmed with
opposition fighters, some. of whom
were inspecting military vehicles
abandoned by the Gamsakhurdia
loyalists.
The Parliament building was
heavily damaged, with holes in the
wall from rockets and shells. Much
of the city center was laid to waste
by the fighting.
Hours after Gamsakhurdia's predawn departure, one of the main
rebel leaders, Dzhaba Ioseliani,
said the military council would
seek th bring him back for a possible trial. Gamsakhurdia initially
went to neighboring Azerbaijan,
and them reportedly traveled to
Armenia.

Higher education braces for another hit in the budget
WASHINGTON (AP) — Taxsupported colleges and universities
are asking state legislatures for
sharp increases in state aid, but in
reality expect another year of layoffs, tuition increases and enrollment cutbacks.
A 50-state survey to be published in this week's edition of the
Chronicle of Higher Education, an
independent newspaper that Covers

.ears

Gamsakhurdia flees;
new elections promised

Getting back in tune
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In 26 states,the requests are for
increases above 10 percent.
School officials say they feel a
responsibility to show public officials what their needs are, even if
they can't expect to see them met.
Higher education's favorable
image isn't mucb help, said Julie
K. Phelps, vice president for business and finance at Delaware State
College.

"The public does not automatically see higher education as a
public responsibility," she said.
The Chronicle said the states'
budget problems — along with
resistance by taxpayers, governors
and legislitors to tax increases —
'also will pinch privateaoollege students who look to legislatures for
tuition subsidies.
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Minnesota family thankful terrible
week avoided becoming a tragic one
ISLAND LAKE, Minn.(AP) — Within a week, a relative got lost in

the woods and survived, the family bar burned and Nancy Verhel's
snowmobile bunt into flames and caught her clothing on fire.
"So we've had a real thankful week," Ms. Verhel said. "It could
have been real tragic."
Thankful?
Ms. Verhel lived. Her brother-in-law lived. And the bar was closed
.when a smoldering cigarette caught fire.
It all began Dec. 29, when Ms. Verhel's husband, Mark, and their
5-year-old daughter tried out their new snowmobile. It worked fine.
then Ms. Vernel got on.
"It was a clear night, and the driving was clear and I was going
about 35," she said. "I looked down and saw a light. I thought. 'That
doesn't look right' and glanced up to see where my husband was, and
during that glance the flames shot up and caught my suit on fire."
Ms. Verhel jumped off the snowmobile and extinguished the lire on
her clothing. The machine went about 15 feet, stopped and burned
down to skis and bits of wire.
She had bruises and a small blister.
On Tuesday, Ms. Verhel's brother-in-law, Laurence Baker of
Duluth, went snowmobiling with friends. He left the group to make a
party, but he took a wrong turn and his snowmobile ran out of gas. So
he started walking.
When he was overdue, his father, Laurence Baker, and neighbors
searched by phone. foot and snowmobile. They finally found him.
worn out but alive.
"He'd been walking nine hours and he had a long ways to go yet —
eight or 10 miles," the elder Baker said. "He never v.ould have made
ii',
On Thursday, the bar caught fire. No one was injured.
Minnesota Outdoor Recreation Inc. is working with the Verhels to
determine what went wrong with the snowmobile. Ms. Verhel said
family, friends and customers of the bar have volunteered to renovate
iL
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'Big Three' take big
losses in worst sales
year in recent is ory
•

•

DETROIT (AP) — The Big
Three automakers, hammered by
the recession and waning consumer
confidence, closed out one of the
worst years in recent history.
Automakers today were expected
to report sales of about 12.3 million new vehicles in the United
States in 1991, down from 13.8
million the year before. It would be
the worst level since 1983, when
11 7 million new vehicles were
sold, according to the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association.
The Honda Accord was likely to
be the best-selling car in 1991, as it
was in the two previous years.
In 1991, the auto industry took a
beating and governmental trade
sabers were rattling — problems
that sounded strangely familiar to
folks around in 1983.
Nine years later, legislation is
pending in Congress that would
establish trade barriers against
Japanese automotive imports if a
timetable for reducing the $41 billion U.S. trade deficit with Japan
isn't mei

Local News Roundup
JUVENILE DETAINED FOR SHOPLIFTING
A juvenile was charged Saturday with theft by unlawful taking under $100
after he allegedly attempted to conceal two cassette tapes worth $17.97
inside his clothing and leave Kmart, according to a report from the Murray
Police Department The suspect was charged and later released

News of the World

During the first nine months of
1991, General Motors Corp., Ford
Motor Co. and Chrysler Corp. combined lost around $5 billion.
GM, the world's largest automaker, lost $2.2 billion during the
third quarter last year. It announced
plans last month to close 21 plants
and eliminate 70,000 jobs.
Analysts contacted last week
forecast a modest upturn in market
share held by the Big Three during
1992. Overall sales should rise to
somewhere in the 13.3 million to
13.7 million range, analysts and
auto executives have said.
Through the first 11 months of
1991, the Big Three held 70.4 percent of the U.S. market — down
1.4 percentage points from a year
before — and Japanese automakers
had 26.8 percent, up 1.9 points
from 1990.
Analysts said part of a reason for
a halt in the slide of Big Three
market share stems from increasing
confidence that GM, Ford and
Chrysler vehicle quality has
improved dramatically.

PEACE IS PART OF THE 'WHOLE' IN KOREA
long-sour

SEOUL, South Korea — President Bush today offered to improve
relations with North Korea if it honors a promise to permit nuclear inspectors
and projects more ''peaceful intentions" toward its neighbors. Bush coupled
his renewal of America's commitment to South Koreas security with a prediction: "Korea will be whole again. I am absolutely convinced of it." Bush's
talks with President Roh Tae-woo took place against a backdrop of excitement wrought by the move toward accommodation by the two Koreas after
40 years of staring one another down over a demilitarized zone_ Bush joined
Roh in offering to cancel an annual joint U.S.-South Korean military exercise
— which North Korea views as an act of aggression 7- in exchange for
Pyongyang's willingness to follow through on a cornrnitmEitit to permit
nuclear inspectors.

JAPANESE PUZZLED AND INSULTED

TOKYO — The incestuous ties between Japanese business and government have earned this country the nickname "Japan Inc." But that doesn't
make the Japanese anything but puzzled and insulted by President Bush's
decision to bring along on his state visit 21 high-salaried U.S. executives
Bush hopes the business leaders will underscore his demands for trade
concessions. But many Japanese think Washington is unfairly blaming them
for the U.S. recession. They resent the Bush gesture as heavy-handed bullying Japanese officials had hoped the visit would focus on expanded diplomatic cooperation, not trade friction, and were disappointed by the White
House decision to go against State Department advice and invite the
businessmen

FDA TO DECIDE ON BREAST IMPLANTS BAN

WASHINGTON — The Food and Drug Administration is facing explosive
arguments and evidence over safety as it decides this week whether to ban
silicone gel breast implants. Documents from one implant maker, Dow Corning, indicate the company knew of possible health hazards for years while it
was claiming the implants were safe, said Rep. Ted Weiss, 0-N.Y., chairman of the House Government Operations subcommittee on human resources and intergovernmental relations. Weiss said the company apparently
had not made the documents available to the FDA. But Barbara Carmichael,
vice president of communications for Dow Corning, said the firm has provided all of its research studies to the agency. The FDA is to decide this
week — possibly as early as today — whether to allow breast implants to
remain on the market or to continue studying their safety. An advisory committee recommended in November that the implants remain on the market
while manufacturers collect additional data.

Palestinian presence at talks hinges on UN
JERUSALEM (AP) — Palestinian delegates said today they
would likely attend the Middle East
peace talks reconvening in
Washington if the U.N. Security
Council strongly condemns Israel's
decision to expel 12 Arabs.
The Palestinians postponed their
departure Friday to the talks set to
open Tuesday in Washington to

KENTUCKY
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protest the deportation orders,
prompting the Syrian, Jordanian
and Lebanese negotiating teams to
follow suit.
"If the Security Council passes a
resolution that goes beyond previous ones, this could help us decide
to go," -delegate Ghassan Khatib,
from Ramallah in the occupied
West Bank, said today.

Khanb indicated to The Associated Press that the Palestinians
wanted the Security Council to go
beyond past condemnations of
Israeli actions in occupied lands
and take measures to force Israel to
reverse Thursday's expulsion
orders.
The Council was due to debate
the deportations today.

CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS RECOLLECTIONS

WASHINGTON — Fidel Castro plans to deliver this week for the first time a
detailed account of the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, including the betrayal he
felt when Soviet leaders ignored him at the episode's decisive moment. The
Cuban leader will make his presentation on 'Thursday in Havana before a
gathering of prominent Soviet, American and Cuban officials who took part
in the event that gave the world perhaps its closest brush with a nuclear
confrontation. Cuban officials described Castro's plans to Americans
involved in organizing the conference. In recognition of the intimate ties that
developed between Moscow and Havana for more than two decades after
the Crisis, Castro has generally muted his feelings about the bystander role
that Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev forced on him at the time.

Miyazawa says...
The Japanese government and
iCont'd from page 1)
Japanese executives planned to auto industry have been feverishly
propose the package prior to a one- working on a package of conceshour meeting Thursday with the sions to present to the beleaguered
chairmen of General Motors Corp., U.S. auto makers.
The Japanese auto makers' propFord Motor Co. and Chrysler
Corp.. who are accompanying Pres- osal, which follows announcements
ident Bush during his summit talks that they will nearly double purchthis week, a Nissan Motor Co. ases of U.S.-made auto parts by
1994 to $16.3 billion a year, would
spokesman said.
*Bush, winding down his state visit go hand in hand with a government
to South Korea, sidestepped a plan to ease the way for car
question about what results will be imports by relaxing inspections on
necessary to make his trip to Japan U.S.-made vehicles.
Miyazawa appeared to rule out
a success.
"They've already taken some attacking the trade gap by voluntarsteps on the economic front...in ily reducing the number of Japanterms of lowering interest rates," ese autos exported to the United
he said. "I can guarantee you polit- States.
No matter what concessions are
ical opponents, no matter what is
you
however, the U.S. auto mak'Hey,
say,
made,
will
achieved,
didn't jump high enough,' " Bush ers cannot expect major inroads in
the Japanese market until they conadded.
*House Majority Leader Richard vince the country's consumers that
Gephardt, D-Mo., said in an inter- Detroit makes top quality cars, said
view on CBS "Morning News" Robert M. On Jr., director of the
that "what President Bush has to Stanford Japan Center in Kyoto.
"I don't think there's much (the
._get is a real commitment from both
in
can offer up that will
leadership
Japanese)
public
and
the private
Japan to give us access to that have much effect on the trade defimarket — the same access we have cit," he said.
Nonetheless, Miyazawa sought
to the European and other markets
to set an upbeat tone for Bush's
around the world."
"The Japan Automobile Dealers visit, which he envisions as an
Association reported that motor opportunity for the world's two
vehicle sales in Japan fell by 3.9 economic giants to create a new
percent in 1991, the first year-to- world order of peace and prosperity
after the Cold War.
year decline in 10 years.
He also stressed that the 50,000
Of the 5.74 million vehicles
sold, imported vehicles accounted U.S. troops based in Japan remain
for 199,920, down 10.7, .percent "very welcome" as part of the
from 1990, said association spokes- "indispensable" role of the U.S.
military in providing stability to
man Michiro Saito.
The auto industry accounts for Asia.
Miyazawa even said the particiabout three-fourths of the $41 billion trade surplus Japan has with pation of the U.S. business barons
the United States. Reducing that would make the summit more progap is sure to be a focus of this ductive, even though other Japanese have expressed irritation at the
week's summit.
the
be
will
perceived bullying of the U.S. trade
Traveling with Bush
chairmen of the "Big Three" mission.
But the pnme minister strongly
American auto makers, who were
arguments linking Japan's
worst
their
rejected
announce
expected.--io
sales figures since 1983 later today. trade surplus to the U.S. recession.

A GUINNESS RECORD NO ONE CAN BREAK

WESTMINSTER, Mass — Ten-year-old Elizabeth Carr recently flipped
through the Guinness Book of Records, looking for the entry on the world's
biggest turtle. Scanning the index, she hit "test-tube baby. 'So I looked it
up," Elizabeth said, adding with surprise: ''And I was there." Indeed she
was. Born on Dec. 28, 1981, Elizabeth earned a spot in history as the first
American conceived through in-vitro fertilization — that is, in a laboratory,
outside the mother's body. A decade later, Elizabeth remains a miracle to
her parents, Roger and Judy Carr, and a symbol of hope for other infertile
couples.

NO LOVE LOST IN LIBERIA

GETARNGA, Liberia — When an armored personnel carrier ftying a white flag
pulled up outside rebel leader Charles Taylor's headquarters, his young
fighters threw down a barrier and shouted that armed soldiers could not
enter. The vehicle, commanded by a Nigerian general, was carrying diplomats on a peace mission and the distrust exhibited by the fighters reflected
the difficulty of the envoys' task. The wholesale -slaughter of Liberia's civil
war was.halted by a West African military task force in November 1990.
Numerous peace conferences have since been held but the resultant agreements have floundered and .,been flouted. Liberia is today divided between
the capital of Monrovia, which is policed by the West Africans, and the rest
of the country, which Taylor controls..

TRUTH IS WEIRDER THAN FICTION

KANSAS CITY, Mo — Did you hear about the nearly blind motorist who
trained his guide dog in the passenger seat to bark when other cars get too
close? How about the guy who didn't notice he was shot in the face until the
bullet was seen in an X-ray three days later? Police believe the man was
shot while asleep; they found a note in his kitchen saying, "Bill, you've been
shot. Call 911." Weird stuff? You bet. And as far as Chuck Shepherd is
concerned, the weirder the better. In his "News of the Weird" column, the
4.6-year-old George Washington University law professor culls - items from
legitimate news publications-to prove his theory that truth is, indeed, stranger than fiction.

CEASE-FIRE HOLDS IN CROATIA

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — The cease-fire in Croatia held today as the
United Nations considered sending peacekeeping troops to the secessionist
republic.' A Croatian commander reported only minor violations of the truce.

Cyrus Vance, the U.N. special envoy who mediated the cease-fire, indicated
in New York on Sunday that up to 10,000 peacekeepers could be deployed
now that the truce appears to have halted the carnage of the 6-month-old
war. The New York Times reported today that the United Nations would
send about 50 advance peacekeepers to Yugoslavia as soon as possible.
The fighting between Croatian forces and the Serb-dominated federal army
and Serb militants has killed thousands of people and resulted in more than
600,000 refugees. Serbia, the federation's largest republic, has opposed
independence for Croatia and other republics unless ethnic Serb areas are
allowed to remain a part of Yugoslavia.

C
STORM DUMPS ARSENIC DRUMS IN ATLANTI
were

The Coast Guard searched for more than 500 drums of arsenic that
lost off the Northeast coast in a fierce weekend storm that toppled beach
houses and splintered boardwalks. Officials determined there was no immediate health threat, said Michael Sullivan, a spokesman for the Maryland
Department of Environment. The chemical is a danger to aquatic life but
once released in the ocean would be quickly diluted below toxic levels, the
Coast Guard said. The storm struck the Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey
and New York coasts early Saturday with winds of up to 70 mph.
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autonomous commission with an
appointed director to oversee the
state's economic development
efforts. Jones didn't endorse it, but
previously proposed putting the
Cabinet for Economic Development under an appointed professional who would be confirmed by
the legislature.
'Environment: Jones became the
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first governor to suggest a need for
a "bottle bill' imposing a deposit
on beverage containers. The General Assembly could also re-examine
the solid-waste legislation it
enacted in special session in 1991.
*Other issues on the horizon
include an overhaul of laws on
domestic violence, mandatory use
of seat belts and loosening the governor's control of university board
appointments.
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Washington Today

Parties peddle potions
for reviving the economy
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated

PrI11111

Wrlisr

WASHINGTON — Bad times seem to bring out the huckster in Congress, with lawmakers from both parties peddling their potions for reviving the economy.
And economics being what it is, it's difficult to separate the charlatans
from the saviors. All you can do is watch the show and see whose pitch
makes the sale.
The Senate had been back from its Christmas recess only a few minutes
when Sens. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md., and Jim Sasser, D-Tenn., walked into a
roomful of news-hungry reporters Friday to show off their latest charts
and figures and offer their antidote.
The economy will only get worse, they said, unless the federal government runs its $350 billion deficit up an additional $55 billion.
The money would go mostly for grants and loans to state and local
governments that have been cutting back to try to balance their books.
The result, Sarbanes said, was a drag on the economy just when it doesn't
need it.
"De facto Hooverism," was Sasser's catchy phrase for Bush administration inaction on the problem.
Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M., who served as Senate Budget Committee chairman in the early 1980s, reacted with unusual cattiness. "Here we
go again, the chart-show senators ... have once again thrown federal fiscal
responsibility to the winds," he said.
But wasn't Domenici chairman during the heyday of the Reagan budget
elixir? The tax cuts for the rich that were supposed to trickle down and
lift the economy to new heights? Or did they, as the Democrats argue, just
lift the rich to new heights?
Regardless, those old GOP formulas are off the shelf, too,'with President Bush leading the demands for a cut. in capital gains taxes. This, they
argue, would result in the federal government actually collecting more
money from investment profits, while promoting an economic boon to
boot.
Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., greeted the new session with a speech on
his capital gains plan and a reprise attack on "the liberal welfare state,"
which he sees as the cause of the nation's ills.
House Majority Leader Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., delivered a new
address on his old theme of economic redistribution. The economy is faltering because the rich enjoyed too many breaks in the 1980s while the
middle class got squeezed, he said, and Congress can save the economy
by reversing that tide.
Sen. Donald Riegle, D-Mich., held his first Japan-bashing news conference since Christmas to blame Japan for hurting America with its unfair
trade practices. Rep. Henry Gonzalez, D-Texas, called for pouring more
money into housing programs as a way to stimulate the economy.
Perhaps the only thing these plans have in common is how unsurprising
they are.
There doesn't seem to be a lawmaker around who doesn't argue that the
things in which he or she has always believed are also the best thing for
the economy now. Their constituencies also count on the members to
make that argument.
For Riegle, it's the auto industry. For Gingrich, it's his conservative
direct-mail fund-raising machine. For Sasser and Sarbanes, federal pumppriming is basic Democratic politics.
But does that mean they're all wrong? They could all be right, despite
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan's suggestion recently that
Congress could do the most good for the economy by doing the least.
In either case, it is difficult to fathom how Congress could piece
together a compromise anytime soon.
"Which may not be all that bad, by the way," said House Budget
Committee Chairman Leon Panetta, D-Calif. "There is that danger, that
when you're' caught up in the quick-fix mentality that you are likely ... to
pass something that is going to put you further behind in dealing with the
long-term challenges."
Of course, lawmakers don't agree on those priorities either. But they'll
be glad to give you their pitch.
• • • •
is the chief congressional corresKomarow
Steven
(EDITOR'S NOTE:
pondent for The Associated Press.)

This is the looking-back time. In
that retrospective spirit, I look back to
Thursday, Oct. 31, on Capitol Hill.
That was the day on which Congress
consummated the great Corn for Porn
Plot of 1991. The Hill knew a number
of loony moments last year. This was
the looniest of them all.
Actually, the deal had plenty to do
with porn, but nothing at all to do with
corn. It had to do with grazing rights,
performance artists, plain old politics
and Spineless John Frohnmayer,
chairman of the National Endowment
for the Arts. Spineless John is called
Spineless John because he has no
spine. He has no guts either, an
interesting thought.
This was the situation. Most grants
from the National Endowment go to
museums, ballet companies, string
quartets, symphony orchestras and
other such high-class forms of entertainment. No one complains about
these. There is no constitutional justification for them, but never mind.
The Endowment also gives away
many millions in the form of individual grants. These go to novelists,
poets, musicians, painters, sculptors
and other such freeloaders who believe the world owes them a living.
Among the individual recipients are
four who have become symbols of
what ails the Endowment.
The four are Karen Finley and
Holly Hughes of New York,and John

World editorial roundup
Dec. 31; The Atlanta Journal-Constitution on the Bush trip:
So much time has elapsed since President Bush first committed himself
to a major Far Eastern trip that two fading prime ministers whose political
fortunes he had hoped to brighten with his reflected glow — Australia's
Bob Hawke and Japan's Toshiki Kaifu — have been dumped by their
respective parties.
More to the point, so far as Mr. Bush is concerned, his own standing
has slumped sharply with American voterS, who tend more and more to
look upon state visits like this as global grandstanding with little or no
relevance in their increasingly hard-pressed lives.
With Mr. Bush gearing up for re-election, naturally the purpose of the
tour has had to be altered. What began as a mission to assure major Pacific allies about America's post Cold War security commitments has been
transformed into a mainly economic venture to open markets, especially
Japan's and South Korea's, wider to U.S. exports and to produce, in Mr.
Bush's words "jobs, jobs and jobs."
Dec. 31; Gulf News, Dubai, United Arab Emirates, on 1991:
A year of extraordinary events draws to a close. The liberation of
Kuwait, achieved by a U.S.-led alliance of Arab and non-Arab states acting in tandem with the UN, would alone be sufficient to set 1991 apart.
But this historic event, which has stirred hopes for a new world order,
was followed by much more that was unexpected, imprecedented and
shattering in its impact on the old order.
The first ever Arab-Israeli dialogue in four decades, the bitterest fighting in Europe since the Second World War, the collapse of the Soviet
Union, and the creation of a Commonwealth in its place — these are all
developments that stand out, not just in relation to last year or the year
before that, but in the context of the entire Cold War era ...
... it is not just the political map of the world that is changing before
our eyes, but also the economic structures. One hears of joint ventures,
stock exchanges, Western style management schools and so on cropping
up in the most unlikely places, with the former Soviet bloc countries setting the pace.
In the face of these developments, one would have to be cynical in the
extreme to say that during the year 1991, we have not moved towards
"one world"...

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW
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James Kilpatrick
Syrulicated columnist
Fleck and Tim Miller of California.
They are all in show biz, of a sort, but
theirs is not the sort of show biz that
you would want to suggest to your old
Aunt Gertrude for a night on the town.
All four have been feeding nicelynicely at the trough of the NEA.
Ms. Finley is justly renowned for
her.chocolate syrup and bean sprouts
act. Ms. Hughes talks about her
lesbianism and engages in "genre
busting." Mr. Fleck's most engaging
moment comes when he urinates, on
stage, over a picture of Christ in a
toilet bowl. Mr. Miller celebrates his
homosexuality in dancing that has
been described as "witty" and
"graphic."
In this an? More to the point, is it
the kind of art that ought to be funded
by the taxpayers? A few far-out fans
of the avant-garde insist that the
Famous Four deserve their rants.
Ninety-nine percent of the taxpayers if they could see this stuff - would say,
hell no. They may not know art, but

they do know garbage.
gum years ago Sen. Jesse Helms,
began trying to put some sort
of sensible restraint on the National
.Endowment No luck. But members
began to hear from outraged folks
back home. Four months ago both
houses voted two-to-one for a Helms
amendmentlo the Interior appropriations bill. It looked for a while as if a
rule of decency might yet prevail.
That was before Rep. Sidney Yates
of Illinois cooked up his little tricker.
The city-slicker House was indifferent to porn, but it wanted to double
the grazing fees that are paid out
West. The. country-boy Senate resented the porn grants, but it resented
a higher grazing fee with greater
passion.
Thus was born Corn for Porn. If the
Senate would abandon Helms, said
the cunning conferees, they would
abandon a boost in the grazing fee.
With a nudge and a wink and a slap on
the knee, the deal was done. Twenty-

five Western senators had'voted with
Helms on Sept. 19. On Oct. 31,22 of
them saddled up and rode away. On a
vote of 68-28 the Helms amendment
disappeared.
The debate was at a level below the
Senate's usual low standard. Kennedl.
of Massachusetts asserted that "basically the issue is censorship," which
basically it is not. Wirth of Colorado
made an address that was remarkably
fatuous, even for him. Bumpers ot
Arkansas equated Helms with Hitler
The Helms amendment was
couched in language any child could
understand. Metzenbaum of Ohio and
Jeffords of Vermont could not understand it. The amendment would have
prohibitied Spineless John from giving our money to artists who paxiike
material "that depicts or describes, in
a patently offensive way, sexual or
excretory activities or organs." What
in the world is wrong with that.
Six days later after the Interior hii I
was safely out of danger, Spinele•s
John announced 735 quarterly gran:,
totaling $116.8 million. Among the.
were grants of $8,000 to Hon)
Hughes and $8,000 to Tim Miller.
Take that, Jesse Helms!
Very well. We look back to la .t
October. We look ahead to next
November. Election Day! Between
now and then; the public funding of
porn will offer a lovely issue for
debate.
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Brown's party down in the dumbs
Ron Brown has the single most
important qualification needed to be
national chairman of the stumbling,
bumbling, modern day Democratic
Party. He's dumb.
I'm not sure what the procedure is
in choosing a party chairman. But I
wouldn't be surprised if a screening
committee asks applicants:
"Do you believe that you are dumb
enough for this job?"
If so, Brown must have said:
"Absolutely. You can search this wide
world over, and you won't find a
dumber guy than me."
Just give it some thought. The
majority of Democrats in this country
have known for a long time that Mario
Cuomo would be their strongest presidential candidate.
The Republicans sure knew it.
About 18 months ago, Richard Nixon
talked , about Cuomo's gifts as a
speaker and his leadership qualities.
And said that if the economy was in
trouble in 1992, the one Democrat
who could beat George Bush would
be Cuomo.
So here it is, almost 1992, and the
economy is in trouble and is going to
get worse.
And what is the status of the man
described by Nixon as being the most
threatening to the Republicans?
He has, in effect, been asked to step
aside by Ron Brown, the national
Democratic chairman.
Brown told Cuomo that if he
couldn't enter the New Hampshire
primary, he should drop out and let the
other candidates get on with the hob
of establishing which of them would
be the least hapless.
This shows that Brown has the
mind of a bureaucrat. On his desk.
there is a schedule. And the schedule
shows that New Hampshire will hold
the nation's first primary. So with the
bureaucrat's need for order, even if it
is a stupid need, Brown decides that
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Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
all the candidates must be in that
primary.
It doesn't matter that the New
Hampshire primary is a nickel-anddime contest. As I mentioned a few
days go, the winning Democrat in
New Hampshire will get about as
many votes as are cast in 1-1/2 of
Chicago's 50 wards.
And it doesn't matter that every
poll, every survey, every way of
measuring opinion, shows that
Cuomo is the choice of the majority of
Democrats. And with jobs being
lopped by the tens of thousands
almost daily, the choice of a lot of
independents, some Republicans, and
anyone else who thinks thig country is
quickly going belly up.
If Brown wasn't as dimwitted as he
appears, he might have said something like this:
"Gov. Cuomo has a unique problem. He is not a senator, as some of
our potential candidates are. So he
doesn't have the luxury of campaign-

ing while his congressional staff runs
the Washington office.
"Because he is the governor of New
York, he has to deal with a bunch of
Republican dinosaurs in that state
legislature. And at the request of the
White House, these Republican legislators are doing everything they can
to cause a budget crisis, keep the crisis
going, and prevent Cuomo from becoming our presidential candidate.
"But we're not going to let those
Republicans dictate who our candidate is going to be. We will go on with
the primary process, yes. And in the
meantime, Gov. Cuomo can try to
straighten out the budget problems in
New York. "If and when he does this, he can
then declare his candidacy. There
should be more than enough time to
determine who the rank-and-file
Democrats prefer. If that person is
Cuomo, so Ibe it. If it is Paul Tsongas
or Jerry Brown - please stop giggling that's OK, too.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics-, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
(telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledreserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
rger
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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"But the point is that New Hampshire isn't the whole ballgamc. It isn't
even batting practice. SO let us not do
anything rash or close any doors."
Is that hard to grasp? Of course not.
Any Chicago precinct captain would
do it that way. Of course, Brown
probably couldn't find a precinct,
much less work it for votes.
So I have a suggestion for Ron
Brown. He should do the honorable
thing and stick his head in a.kitchen
oven.
Or if he thinks that is extreme, he
should merely resign as party
chairman.
And I have a candidate to replace
him.
Over the weekend, I took a call
from Phil Krone, who is a political
consultant and an old friend.
Krone said: "I'm going to hold a
press conference and announce that
I'm forming a committee to draft
Cuomo and get a write-in campaign
going for him in New Hampshire.
This is ridiculous. Brown is supposed
to be chairman of the party, and he
shoots down our best candidate."
I told Krone that anybody can hold
a press conference and anybody can
form a committee, but who outside of
Chicago has ever heard of Phil
Krone?
His response: "Who the hell has
ever heard of Ron Brown? Do you
think those workers getting laid off at
General Motors want him calling the
shots for them?"
He has a point: Who has heard of
Ron Brown? And what has he done,
besides follow the modern tradition of
goofing up the Democratic Party's
chances of winning a presidential
election?
Besides, Krone used to be a Chicago precinct captain.
And unlike Brown, he knows that
in politics, as in golf, the question isn't
"how?" but "how many?"
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Monday, Jan. 6
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters/7:30 p.m./Callow
Board office.
Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, St. Lep Catholic Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted N1asons/7:10 p m./lodge
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.M.,Tirst Christian Church.
Cont'd on page .5)

THEATRES

Slave Martin Is

"Father of the
Bride"(PC)

7:10
9:10

Walt- Dismay's

"Beauty and the 7:00,
Beast"(G)
900

Hook (PG)
Starring
Robin Williams

705
9:35

Star Trek VI:
The Undiscovered
Country ,P(;)

7 15
9:20

Bruce Willis 8, Damon
Wiyans In

Thu Last Brig Scout (s)

.12
7:
9

Bargain Night
is Always
Thursday Night
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Only
•

1.4., ASO

Coming Soon
Kutfs &
Free Jack
* "Movies To Go" Has
•

* SUPER NINTENDO
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Open 1141m to lo:pm

Stallons and Turner vows solemnized
Miss Jerri Dawn Stations and
Scott Michael Turner, both of
Bowling Green, were married
Saturday. Nov. 23, at 4 p.m. at East
Cadiz Baptist Church, Cadiz.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Jane H. Stations of Cadiz and Jerry
Stations of Gallatin, Tenn.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Rhea Hendricks. Mr. and Mrs.
James Stations and the late Elmo
Hendricks, all of Cadiz.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Turner of Bowling
Green.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Billie
Lillis. Mrs. Mae Turner, the late
John Lillis and the late Elmer Turner, all of Bowling Green.
The church was decorated with a
15-branch brass arch candelabrum
adorned with sy and a god
lamme bow Two 15-branch spiral
brass candelabra flanked each side
' of the altar. The unity candle and
kneeling bench were also featured.
Grapevine baskets of assorted dried
herbs and flowers accented the
altar White candles adorned the
church windows The family pews
were.. marked Aim golf famme.
bows.
The Rev. Joe Cause). officiatedat the ceremony.
Music was provided by Mrs.
Suellen J. Hendricks. pianist, and
Mrs. Rita S. Stewart. organist, both
aunts )f the bride. Mrs. Rita S.
Stewart, vocalist, and Miss. Am
The bodices featured scalloped
Stewart. vocalist. cousin of the
dropped waists and v-backs, and
"bride: all of Cadiz, and Russ Sulthe skirts were adorned with butIons. cousin of the bride, vocalist.: terfly-bows at the back. They carried colonial bouquets of imported
of Murray.
white roses, hydrangea. dried herbs
The bride was given in marriage
and flowers accented with ivy and
by her parents.
burgundy ribbon trimmed in gold.
She wore a designer gown of silk
Kimberly Fennell, daughter of
shantung and sequin lace. The porMr and Mrs. Howell Fennell of
trait neckline was laden with soft
Cadiz. and Maddie . Oldham,
folded pleats. draping around her
shoulders. extending into the - daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Oldham of Bowling Green, were
pleated reverse basque waist with
flower girls.
beaded pearl lace and iridescent
Kevin Turner. brother of the
sequin lace. The sleeves were
embellished with jeweled lace groom. of Bowling Green was best
motif inserts, ending with pearl fan man. GrooMsmen were Allen Marmotifs at the cuffs. The full flow- tin and ,Jeff Rice, both of Bowling
ing skirt featured a large silk but, Green.
Ushers were Vernon Hendricks,
terflY bow at back. ending in a
flowing semi-cathedral train with ,uncle of the bride, Cadiz, and
Kevin Cassady, Bowling Green.
Schiffli lace edge.
Christopher Embenon, nephew
The bride wore a jeweled tiara
crown featuring a double pouf cas- of the groom. and son of Mrs. Tyra
cading into a fingertip length veil Emberton of Bowling Green, was
ringbearer.
trimmed with a rolled edge.
A reception.- hosted by the
She carried a cascade bouquet of
white imported roses, hydrangea. bride's parents, followed in the
dried herbers and flowers, accented Fellowship Hall pf the church.
with ivy and featuring gold lamme
Mrs. Peggy I:titre-11.i aunt of the
ribbons.
bride, was coordinator.
Mrs. Veronica Davenport of
Assisting in serving were Ms.
Aubumtown. Tenn.. was matron Of Sharon, King and Ms. Penny Stewhonor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. art. biith of Cadiz. Ms. Janice
Debbie Fuller of Cadiz and Mrs. Ward. Bowling Green. Mrs. Julie
Lettie Oldham of Bowling Green. Jackson. Hickman, and Ms-..MarisThe attendants were attired in sa 'Caner. Trenton, the late two
tea-length dresses of peacock blue being sorority sisters of the bride.
taffeta and black velvet . bodices.
Presiding at the guest register
was Ms. Andrea Edwards and Ms.
Tonya Stewart, both cousins of the
bride from Murray.
After a wedding trip to Gatlin.
burg. Tenn.. the couple is residing

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
Jan. 7, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. "Down Memory Lane" will be the
program to be presented by Betty Lowry, past president of Murray
Woman's Club, past governor of First District and past president of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs. Hostesses will be Jill Asher, Sondra
Grimes, Ann Brooks and Sally Scott.

First Baptist WMU will meet
The WMU of First Baptist Church will have its general meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 7, at 9:30 a.m. at the church. The Lottie Moon Group will be in
charge of the program. General officers are Martha Moore, director; Jessie
Workman, secretary-treasurer, with Evelyn Jones as assistant. All women of
the area are invited to attend.

Alpha Mu to meet at West View
Alpha Mu 94760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority will meet
Tuesday. Jan. 7, at 6 p.m. at West View Nursing Home. This will be for
bingo games with the residents and a community sing. Kathie Fleming will
lead the singing, Oneida White will play the piano, and Helen Steffen will
play the violin_

Bereavement Group to meet
Bereavement Support Group of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
meet Wednesday, Jan. 8, from 930 to 11 a.m. in the Hospice Office, third
flood of the hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Michael Turner

10/91.7
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Wake Up To Health Plus'
Limited Time Offer
ose all the Weight you want for
only $1' per pound Guaranteed
Weight Loss or
Your Monett
753-9932
301 N. 12th St.(University Square) Back. Peri(hLi
• Individualized Menus

• Prescribed Exercise

• fabulous Fonds

• Roily fat Analysis

• Flexibly & Foy

• 50 ilitletes Coati

at 515 Dennis Way. Bowling
Green.
The new Mrs. Turner is employed by Milliken, Milliken. Faye,
Flener & Potter, Attorneys at Law,
Bowling Green. Mr. Turner attends
Western Kentucky University and
is employed by Bell, Orr, Ayers &
Moore, Attorneys at Law, Bowling
Green..
The groom's parents-- were hosts
for a rehearsal dinner held at Ken-.
tucky Smokehouse Restaurant,
Cadiz.
The bride's and bridesmaids'
brunch was at Lake Barkley Lodge
with Mrs. Rita Stewart and Mrs.
Jane H. Stallons as hostesses.
Bridal events given in honor of
the couple included the following:
An engagement party by Mr. and
Mrs: Vernon Hendricks, Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Stewart and Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry D. Futrell at the Hendricks'
home; a bridal shower given by
Ms. Janice Ward; a recipe brunch
by Mrs. Lettie Oldham and Mrs.
Betty Sayre; A personal shower by
Young Adults Sunday School Class
of Providence Knob Baptist
Church; a bridal shower at Providence Church; a personal shower at
Bank of Cadiz with Debbie Fuller,
Sharon King, Penny Stewart and
Veronica Davenport as hostesses; a
gift reception at Bank of Cadiz
with Peggy Futrell, Rita Stewart,
Faye Stallons, Martha Edwards, Pat
King and Diane Dunn as hostesses;
a household shower by Suellen
Hendricks, Louise Fullter, Donna
Carter and Martha Edwards at the
Hendricks' home; a holiday party
by Leine Oldham and Betty Sayre.

Henninger at Jewish Hospital
John Tom Henninger, 15, was injured in an accident at his home on
Saturday. He is a student at Calloway County High School Henninger is
now in the Intensive Care Unit of Jewish Hospital, 217 East Chestnut St.,
Louisville, Ky. 40202. Persons may send him cards and letters at this
address.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Jan. 8, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh -ins, and no diets

Recovery to meet Tuesday
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday. Jan. 7, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Jan.
7, at 7 p.m at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Jan. 7, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Jan. 7, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor
Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an international, nonprofit
weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of group
dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Singles' meeting Tuesday

Story Hour themes listed
Sandy Linn, youth services director for Calloway County Public
Library, has announced the themes for Story Hour for the month of January as follows:
Jan. 7 and .8 — "Winter Fun"
Jan. 14 and 15 — "Birthdays Are Important"
Jan. 21 and 22 — "Fairy Tale Day"
Jan. 28 and 29 — "Winnie the Pooh Day"(A celebration of birthday of
A.A. Milne, author)
Story Hours are a book centered program designed for the child, aged 3
to 8. A special 30-minute version is Parents and Twos for the child, aged
2, accompanied by an adult.
Story Hours are held Tuesday and Wednesday mornings from 10:30 tit
11:30. Parents and Twos are held on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings
from 9:30 to 10.
Anyone wishing more information about Story Hours, call the library at
753-2288.

Curd birth is announced
Jeremy Dale Curd
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dale Curd of
RL 2, Box 93A, Hazel, are the
parents of a son. Jeremy Dale, born
on Wednesday. Dec. 25. at 10:47
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The baby weighed eight
pounds four ounces and measured

21 inches. The mother is the former Valerie Gilbert. Grandparents
arc Larry and Joan Gilbert of Murray and Larry and June Curd of
New Providence. Greatgrandparents are Ralph and Kathleen Riley, Lois Curd, and James
and Grace Gibert, all of Murray.

Tammy York

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Jan. 7, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. 'Reach Your
Goals' will be the theme of the program. This is a nonprofit support and
social group forlingle adults. The purpose of the group is to provide support and positive social interaction for singles of all ages. For information
call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224, Sharon/1-527-9748, or Rebekah/
1,-247-5765.

Parents Anonymous changed
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The next meeting will start at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Jan 7. For more information call 753-0082.

Computer course scheduled
Computer course on MS-PC DOS 5.0 will be held on Tuesday, Jan. 7,
and Thursday, Jan. 9, at Murray State University. This will be from 6 to 9
p.m. in Room 210N of Business Building at MSU. The fee will be $75. For
more information call 762-2187.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Jan. 7, from 12 noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South
15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

TOPS Chapters will be organized
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) is interested in starting more local
chapters in the Murray area. TOPS is a non-profit and non-commercial organization, and is open to both males and females, from ages 7 and older.
TOPS is the first of major 'weight control organizations in the world. For
more information call 1 -800-932-TOPS Of write to Carol Dubiin, 819 W.
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
Seminary classes planned

Alterations of All Kinds

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

418 Main St. (Under

Pants Hemmed or Waist
Each
Frame Village)

753-9981

Seminary Extension Classes will start Monday, Jan. 20, at thei Blood River Baptist Associationol building at Hardin. This will be from 7 to 9 p.m. The
class will be OT 0103 Old Testament Survey, Part A historical survey of
Hebrew history from King Solomon through the fall of Jerusalem, plaus a
study of the prophats through Ezekiel. The teacher will be the Rev. Russell
Miller. If textbooks wore purchased for OT 0103, Part I, the cost will be the
registration fee plus local oasts. A person may audit the course for the same
pat if you do not wish to purchase the booid.. Only those enrolled in
Mastridife I last ?rimester will be slowed to enroll in Masterlife II this spring
semester. For more Information call the associations' office, 437-4203.
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ENDA R
CAL
(Cont'd from page 4)
Tuesday, Jan. 7
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
senior citizens' activities.
p.m./for
Open Riding/West Kentucky.
on
Expositi
and
Livestock Show
AA and A-Ion open meeting/8
'Center/5-10 p.m. Admission free.
p.m./American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Christian and Missionary
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m./Weaks
Community Center.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
AA and Al-Anon closed discus- County Public Library.
sion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or p.m./Louie's Restaurant.
435-4314..
Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
First United Methodist Church a.m./Glendale Road Church of
events include Senior Adult Christ.
Exercise/9 a.m.; Apple Pie
—Brigade/1:30 p.m.; Adult First Baptist Church WMU
Exercise/5:15 p.m.; Council on Groups will meet as follows: DorMinistriesn p.m.
othy Group/11 a.m. at Holiday Inn;
Kathleen Jones/2 p.m. with LOuise
Betty Sledd Group of First Baptist Swann.
Church Women/7 p.m./Shirley
Wall.
First United Methodist Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Deacons of Memorial Baptist Out/9 a.m.; UMW Executive
Church/7 p.m.
meeting/9 a.m.; UMW General
•
nieeting/10 a.m.
Singles at University Church of
Christ/7 p.m. with Ernie Bailey as Murray Optimist Club/6:30
speaker.
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/1 p.m./Weaks
Community Center.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Dresden, Tenn.,/9:11:30 a.m. and
Palmersville, Tenn.,/12:30-2:30
p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray/until 2:30 p.m.

Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Tuesday, Jan. 7
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dexter
Center.

Executive Committee of Murray
Christian Women's Club/9:30
a.m./home of Sherry Edwards.

Persons help construct
Baptist church building
Thanks to approximately 40 volunteers East Marshall Baptist
Church will soon have a new
church building.
Blood River Baptist Builders, an
affiliate of the Kentucky Baptist
Builders Association, is made up of
approximately 40 men, all volunteers, from Marshall and Calloway
County.
The purpose of the ,group is to
assist Baptist churches and other
institutions in the construction of
church and institutional buildings.
The group has had seven projects
since 1988.
They have assisted in Nononville, Calvary Baptist Church in
Hopkinsville, Blood River Baptist
Church in Calloway County and
East Marshall Baptist Church in
Marshall County.
They recently did renovation of
student housing at Clear Creek
Baptist Bible College, Pineville,
and installed a baptistry at Hilltop
Church in Calloway County.
Blood River Baptist Builders are
all volunteer labor and their crafts
include carpenters, electricians,
sheet rock finishers, and various
other trades.
Tal Fannin, the group's spokesperson, said "some of us are very
skilled, some of us are semi-skilled
and some of us hardly know which
end of the handle the hammer is
on. Our work is done to the Glory
of God. We are blessed individually and as a group to His Service."
The East Marshall Baptist
Church will be done around the
end of March. Eugene Powell is the
pastor. The church started as a
small mission about 2/1 years ago
and was constituted as a churcp in

Photo entries on display

October 1991. Approximately 50
people attend services in the
church, located across the street
from the new location inside two
house trailers.
The new church will be 80 feet
long and 40 feet wide and will contain a baptisty, seating for 160 people, two Sunday school classrooms,
and bathroom facilities.
Members of the Blood River
Baptist Builders include the
following:
Tal Fannin, Cassel Garrison,
Mike Holbrook, Ben Hendrick,
Charles Anderson, Robert Croft,
James Clayton, John Dyke, Randyt
Kursave, Donald Lane, Clinton
Lester, Mike Littrell, Bob Miles,
Harold Mohundro, Jerry Norsworthy, Jeffery Norsworthy, Eddie
Newberry, Alvin Newberry, Leon
Parker, Jim Perry, Thomas Perry,
Eugene Powell, John Richardson,
Jimmy Slack, Doug Shields, Omer
Shields, Richard Vance, Johnny
Larbrough, Oscar Forsythe, Omar
Jenkins, James Anderson, Terry
Sills, Jeff Clayton, Joe Grogan,
Richard Powell, Guy Cunningham,
Richard Binkley, J.C. Rose, Barry
Anderson and Steven Giles.
Four women also helped on the
Clear Creek Baptist College project. They were Lil Anderson,
Helen Clayton, Lorene Forsythe
and Dorothy Croft.
The Blood River Baptist Builders Group plans to take a week
long work visit to Oneida Baptist
Institute for renovation of their
housing this summer and other projects are pending notification from
the Kentucky Baptist Builders
Association.

We are a participant of the

KENTUCKY TEACHERS' RETIREMENT
SYSTEM NETWORK RETAIL
PRESCRIPTION DRUG
PROGRAM
It is administered by PAID Prescriptions, Inc.
*Free City-Wide Delivery *Medical Claims Service
•PCS-Medimet-BC/BS-PAID State Aid
•15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
'We are here to serve all your needs

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

Sara E. Bogle, M.S., Nutritionist for the Breastfeeding and Prenatal
Nutrition Program in the Purchase District Health Department,
recently spoke to the Murray Area Nutritionists Association. She discussed the health department's efforts to encourage breastfeeding
through the use of various publications, public service announcements, educational programs, and personal contacts and encouragement. The Breastfeeding and Prenatal Nutrition Program was established because of the recognized benefits of breastfeeding to the
health and well being of infants and mothers.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club now has on display the
photography entries received for
the third annual Photography Competition of the club. The entries are
on display in the meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library,
710 Main St., Murray.
Most of the entries will be on
display throughout this month.
The entries will be judged by the
Camera Club and the awards show
will be Sunday, Jan. 19, at 1:30
p.m. This is open to the public and
there is no charge.
Beth Parker, secretary of the
club, said the club is giving away a
lot of free literature on new photographic products, as well as posters
and catalogs, which were sent by

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

•

various companies, in response to
the contest.
There will also be a box for
those who come to view the
entries..Persons can vote for the
ones they like best, and the works
with the most votes will receive the
fifth prize, Peoples' Choice, in
each category of black and white
and color, Parker added.

Guirtcr

Ms. Jan Kenley and Osee Tharpe bride, and LaCara Drizzell, Gary,
and
were married Saturday, Nov. 30, at Ind., granddaughter of Mr.
wore
They
Tharpe.
Leslie
Mrs.
I p.m. at Union Grove Missionary
long formal gowns of emerald
Baptist Church, Puryear, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Clo- green satin and carried wicker
vis Kendall of Hazel and the late baskets filled with autumn leaves.
Train bearers were Roesha AtkMrs. Addie Henry-Kendall.
The groom is the son of the late, inson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tharpe of Roland Atkins of Mansfield, Term.,
and Mythia Tharpe, daughter of
Mansfield, Tenn.
The Rev. Alvandon Taylor of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Tharpe Jr. of
McKenzie, Tenn., officiated at the Chicago, Ill.
double ring ceremony.
The groom, groomsmen and
Music was provided by Roland
father of the bride wore black full
Atkinson, organist, Mansfield, dress tuxedoes. Their boutonnieres
Term., and Mrs. Suzanne Tague, were ivory satin roses.
•
soloist, Purycar, Term.
Curtis Tharpe of Chicago, Ill.,
The bride was given in marriage son of the groom, was best man.
by her father.
Groomsmen were Granville
She wore a gown of ivory satin Tharpe of Chicago, Ill., and Leslie
with a v-neckline, long sleeves Tharpe of Gary, Ind., both brothers
accented with pearls. The fitted of the groom.
basque bodice was embellished
Usher was Jack Kendall of Murwith beaded reembroidered lace ray, nephew of the bride.
and pearls.
Marc Byars of Puryear, Tenn.,
Her pearled and floral headpiece nephew of the bride, was ring bearwas attached to her waist length er. He wore a flack tuxedo and carveil of bridal illusion.
ried an ivory satin pillow.
She carried a cascading boquet
Mrs. Dorothy Buck, Puryear,
of creme silk ivory roses, brunt
and Mrs. Carrye Martin,
Tenn.,
orange kalmancheos and baby's
were guest register
Tenn.,
Paris,
and
ivory
with
breath accented
s.
attendant
emerald green streamers.
Directing the wedding was Mrs.
Joycelyn Hardin, Hazel, daughter
Lewis of Puryear, Term.
Olee
of
maid
her
was
of the bride,
followed at the MayA
reception
honor.
nt, Holiday Inn,
Restaura
flower
Bridesmaids were Jennifer Hardin, Paris, Tenn., daughter of the Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Tharpe
bride, Loretta Tharpe, Chicago, Ill.,
Chicago, 111., and Mr. and Mrs.
of
Valerie
and
daughter of the groom,
Tharpe of Gary, Ind., sponLeslie
Kendall, Murray, niece of the
the reception.
sored
bride.
Serving were Margaret Hudson
The attendants wore long- formal
Edwina Hudson, Hazel, Evelyn
and
gowns of emerald green satin with
Sandra Williams and Clara
Puckett,
puffed sleeves. Each carried a
all of Puryear, Corene
Thomas,
an
with
accented
rose
single ivory
Ruthie Porter, Paris,
and
Foster
emerald green streamer.
Willie Hornbuckle,
Mrs.
and
Tenn.,
Chastiy
The flower girls were
Murray.
Kendall, Murray, great-niece of the

_

Flat Student Body in 1934

Spann and
Haley named
to Dean's List
HENDERSON, Tenn. - Two Farmington residents have been placed
on the Dean's List at FreedHardeman University.
They are as follows:
Jenny Spann, a marketing major
at the unversity, and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Colley;
Beth Haley, a psychology major
at the university, and daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Haley.
Both Spann and Haley were
placed on the list for maintaining a
3.30 or higher grade point averages
as full-time student's during the fall
semester.
Freed-Hardeman University is
accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to
award the bachelor's and mister's
degrees.

pictured. They are, from left,
R.T.R. Braswell, teacher, and students of Gunter's Flat School in 1934 are
Taylor, Lou Ellen Adams,
Ilene
n,
front row, Penny Hopper, unknown, Delores Taylor, Freda Robertso
Hopper, Virgil Fulton,
Leatrice
row,
second
Scott;
Sue
Margie
Anna Lou Steely, Lonnie Preston Brandon,
Holland, Billie Poole,
Myrtlene
Norman,
Preston
Cole,
,
Doris
Braswell
Mr.
Hopper,
Mamie Hopper, Alan
Rowland, Hawley
Lee
,
Burnice
Harman
Roy
,
Jessie Mae Roland, unknown; third row, Louise Rowland
Parks, Ruth
Purdom
Adams,
Nell
row,
back
Fulton;
Jay
Vaughn,
Bucy, unknown, Frank Cochran, Blanch
Stewart,
Hal
Joe
Poole,
Harman, Wyvan Holland, Nadine Rowland, Joe Booker Adams, Mary Frances
d
submitte
was
picture
The
n.
Robertso
Ralph
and
Opal Norman, Bobby Gene Cochran, Virginia Thomas
38115.
Tenn.,
,
Memphis
Dr.,
Ridge
Fox
6005
Stewart,
for publication by Joe H.
•
•
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Expires January 31, 1992

uottywoou
Weight Loss Clinic

Hot Dot Savings
Shop and save at our
after
inventory

BLUE
DOTS
$10
ORANGE
DOTS

sale!
Watch for

$15
GREEN
DOTS

Hot
Dots

$20\
YELLOW
DOTS

your guarantee
of great
values. Don't
wait till,the last

s25
PLUS
SAVINGS
OF

moment. With these
prices, our inventory
will soon be history.

50%

THE EDGE

753-1044
Suite 3, 204 S. 5th St., Murray

WOMEN'S APPAREL
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Kenley-Tharpe vows
solemnized at church

Nu tritionis . ilea r 13(Nle

Monday, Jan. 6
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
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SPORTS
'Doormat' downs MTSU 72-69
to move into tie for OVC lead
By STEVE PARKER
Murray L.dg. & Times Sports Editor
•

Murray State's Lady Racers
were to begin their quick decline to
the bottom of the OVC Saturday
night -- as all the league's coaches
had predicted in the preseason.
Only the MSU women came out
and performed like they said they
would back in the early fall.
Kelly 'Breazeale and he Lady
Racers were, upset at the lack of
respect shown to them at the
OVCs. preseason media day an
vowed ua..prove the rest of the
league wrong.
So when they opened OVC play
Saturday night, Middle Tennessee
was in the wrong place at the
wrong time. They ran into a determined and focused Lady Racer
squad and fell 72-69.
Middle Tennessee. picked to finish near the top of the conference.
didn.t help 'their own chances by
parading into Racer Arena before
:he game with a "no worry"
attitude.
• they walked in laughing like
ibe game was just a joke." Lady
Racer Jennifer Parker said of the
Blue Raiders' arrival. "Most teams
;orne in the day before a game. but
evre in an hour before the

MURRAY ST 77, IITSU II
MTSU 1S-4)
Mormon 0-2 0-0 2 lanstre 44 44 12, Vallierne 0-4
0-70 ttccsiood 0-1 ''2' 8rosn 3-II la Tucliet
2-12 145 Robinson 8-17 6-12 24 Sooner 1 4 499
COI 413 37 11 Tolais 2372 22 43
MURRAY ST (64)
Poser 44 0-08 McConnell 1-1 224 C•0•101 4
33 11 Soma 0.1 0-0 0 C•99191cw• 0-3 0-0 0 Met
Sheiks, 1.- 12 3-4 17 Garner 348.712 Anion 711
00 14 1.3319 01 0-00 W•100• 2 4 0-0 4 I•sc Shit
ion 1 3 01 2 Totem ?I 56 14 IT 77
imilanet—Airryarr Si 39 liTSU 34 3 Pant goel•—
*NM 0I VAILens
ICU) 113 (1110ten 1
Tumor 0-3i Moror St ?A ittest Simeon 24 Cad
011 Forme cm— Gar
Mote
empli 0-1 Galina:we 0-2
nar laer Shelton Rettcaide—MTSU 47 %Woo.
Asest•—“TSU 12
13)
1?) 17.6"rirr SI 47 !G&W
(Col 3) Wel" St 16 (Anson 91 Tolal
9-450
Tern-Wati--Viamon
19 191-may Si 33

game started."
"The kids have felt hurt since we
were picked last." Lady Racer head
coach Kelly Breazeale said of her
6-6 team. "A lot of teams weren't
taking us seriously."
After Saturday's win, the OVC's
"doormat" was tied for first place
at 1-0 with Southeast Missouri
after the OVC's new member
defeated Austin Peas 75-72
Saturday.
"Our kids know what to do in
the OVC," Breareale explained.
"They didn't panic when we were
turning the ball over. They showed
a lot of heart and focus and that
has cost in the paSiWhile MSU allowed Middle to
have its moments. the Lady Racers
kept forcing the tempo and hung
around within striking distance.

Foul trouble hampered the Lady
Racers most of the night. sending
Middle to the free throw line 43
time5. The Blue Raiders failed to
maitre the Lady' Racers pay, hitting
just 22 for 51 percent.
With_ Parker, Waldon and Garner
all in foul trouble. MSU had to get
contributions from other sources.
Namely. Melissa Shelton and Emily McConnell.
Trailing 67-65 with one minute,
44 seconds to play. Shelton and
McConnell hooked up for the
game's biggest play.
SheltorT playing on the wing,
saved a pass from going out of
bounds by slinging the ball under
her own basket. McConnell came
up with the desperation pass. and
h(n :he couldn't put up the shot,
kkked the ball back to Shelton.
After retrieving the hall, and herself, from the bleachers. Shelton
launched a "3" that found its mark.
MSU led 68-67 and never looked
back.
"I though it was definitely out of
bounds," said Shelton. who hit
NISU's only other three-pointer and
led the way with 17 points on
6-of-I2 shooting. "I saw' Emily surrounded' by a bunch of gray shirts,
hut somehow she kicked it back
(Cont'd on page 71

Sports Writer
By JIM LITKE
Associated Press
Erik Kramer wins
fans after leading
Lions to big win

Staff photo by Candy blathers

Lady Racer junior Mechelle Shelton goes up strong in the paint in
Saturday's 72-69 MSU win over Middle Tennessee.

Motoring
MSU, Texas set to lock horns
Detroit remains alive
after win over Dallas
Murray Ledge. & Times

24-8 edge in turnovers and being
up five points at intermission.

The \1..r-ray State Racers (3-7)
try to nreak a four-game losing
streak tonight when they' play the
Texas Longhorns (6-6) at Austin.
Tip-off is 7:35 p.m. in the
16.231 -seat Frank Erwin Special
Events Center.
"It's another challenge and
opportunity for my team," said
MSU first-year coach Scott Edgar.
"We're going up against a program
that., has proven in the, last few.
years it, can compete with anyone."
The Racers, defending Ohio Valley Conference champions, are 0-4
on the road, while the Longhorns,
last season's Southwest Conference
runnerups, are 5-1 at home.
In its'most recent outing, MSU
led by 12 points at halftime but
dropped a 63-59 New Year's Eve
road decision to Arkansas State.
Texas lost 84-83 to LSU Friday at
New' Orleans, despite holding a

"I give Arkansas State credit for
doing what it had to do to win the
game," said Edgar. "But We let
one get away that we had control
of. For some reason, we were
lackadaisical in the second half.
My' players have to understand that
a basketball game lasts 40 minutes
and you must execute more than 20
or 25 minutes."
MSU shot a respectable 44 percent from the field against ASU
and guard Maurice Cannon had a
season-high 26 points, but in the
second half the Racers made just
nine of 25 attempts from the floor
and for the game they had 25 turnovers. Center Popeye Jones, averaging 21.7 points, had a season-low
10 points on a five-for-11 effort
from the field. For the game, MSU
was eight for II from the charity
stripe, compared to 19 of 26 for the
Indians.

Staff Report

By The Associated Press
The Dallas Cowboys looked at
the big picture. It wasn't as painful
as looking at the scoreboard.
The Cowboys' ascent from the
depths of a 1-15 record two years
ago crashed on Sunday in the Pontiac Silverdome. Dallas was outplayed on both sides of the ball in
a 38-6 NIFC semifinal loss to the
Detroit Lions.
"It's definitely a poor way to
end things," said Steve Beuerlein,
who had quarterbacked the Cowboys to a 17-13 first-round playoff
victory over Chicago a week earlier. "We wouldn't have been
thrilled if we'd lost a close one,
either.
"We had our opportunities. we
just didn't capitalize on them.'4.
said Beuerlein, who was yanked by
coach Jimmy' Johnson late ,in the
first half after leading the Cowboy's
to nothing more than a pair of field
goals by Ken Willis.
"Somebody had AO lose the
game. We didn't play well, and it
was us." said running back Emmitt
Smith, who gained- 80 yards on 15
carries
"Now we have a taste of the
playoffs," said Smith, the NFL
rushing champion. "We know what
takes to get there."
Smith wasn't the only Dallas
, player encouraged by the Cowboys progress under Johnson, who
led Dallas to a 7-9 record in 1990
and ibis season took them to the
plzy offs for the first time since
"We were On a fine ride, a long
ride." safety Bill Bates said. "We

got hopes up in Dallas. got.„the fans
fired up and the players had fun."
Except, perhaps. on Sunday,
when Dallas had planned to avenge
a 34-10 loss to Detroit on Oct. 27.
Instead. the Cowboy's were handed
their worst defeat of the season.
Belierlein comp4etecl 7 of 13 passes for 91 yards and an interception
that cornerback Melv-in Jenkins
returned for a touchdown. Troy.
Aikman. the starter before being
injured against Washington seven
weeks ago. came on late in the first
half, completed a pass, then was
sacked for a 9-yard loss before
throwing an interception as time
ran out.
Aikman played the entire second
half, finishing with 11 completions
in 16 attempts for 114 yards. He
also fumbled away two snaps.
"We were looking for a spark at
that stage and we decided to stay
with him in the second half,"
Johnson said of Aikman.
don't think I gave us much of
a spark," Aikman said. ''They're
not the kind of defense that gives
up a lot of points anyway. And
when we got behind as much as we
did, it took away our running
game."
"Did you see a spark.' I didn't
either." snapped Smith. "I'm not
going to second-guess my coach."
Linebacker Jack Del Rio said it
was hard to deny' that emotion
played a part in Sunday's outcome.
"When the home team gets on a
roll and they get the crowd behind,
them, it raises their level of play,"
he said. "But is that why they beat
us? No.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
/ *Mut0 r0,.
CO•ri SAC w
0**01110c.....
.

the 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
rics spaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10t1' of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to wnte their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

The Racers held two-a-day practices Thursday and Friday and an
extended workout Saturday to prepare for Texas and sent assistant
coach Eddie Fields to scout the
Longhorns against I.SU. They
flew to Austin Sunday afternoon,
practicing that evening in the
Erwin Center and held a shootaround today.
MSU leads the Texas series 2-1,
but the schools haven't played
since the 1979-80 season when the
Longhorns won 65-63 at Austin.
The Racers follow Monday's
game with an OVC road contest
Saturday against Austin Peay, and
the Longhorns' next action will be
a Southwest Conference home
encounter Thursday against Houston. MSU is 1-0 in league play
and the early conference leader,
following a 98-74 home win Dec.
14 over Middle Tennessee. The
Texas-Houston game is the SWC
opener for both schools.

Buffalo burns Kansas City
them, so I caught a few slants and
a few hitches," he said. "And if
were going to go press, we
they
Play them short or play them
were going to go deep. And Andre
long. Either way, the Buffalo Bills' proved that. He caught two balls
three starting wide receivers feel when they pressed on him."
they'll get what they're owed:
Reed blew past close, man-toRespect.
coverage by Kansas City's
man
Andre Reed, James Lofton and
Pearson for both of his
Jayice
Don Beebe combine to broaden the touchdowns. For Reed, a Pro Bowl
Bills' air attack, forcing defenses participant for the last four seato cover the variety of routes Buf- sons, getting single coverage was a
falo employs in its fast-strike
rare treat.
offense.
"I love that," said Reed, who
failure
Chiefs'
The Kansas City
to do .so consistently was part of had four catches for 100 yards. "I
the reason the Bills beat the Chiefs haven't gotten that a lot this year
37-14 Sunday to advance to their and the past couple of years. That's
second straight AFC Championship why those guys beside me —
game. Sunday against the Denver Beebe and Lofton — are catching
passes too.
Broncos.
'They' try to double me a lot and
Beebe said the - Bills receivers
going to be open one-onable
make
Kelly
they're
to
were
and Jim
adjustments at the line of scrim- one." he continued. "They can't
mage to read the Chiefs' defensive double-team everybody."
The passing attack became crubackfield coverage.
"The game plan going in was if cial in the first half, when the
they were going to be playing- off, Chiefs did a good job bottling up
we were going to go underneath Thurman Thomas and Buffalo's

By The Associated PreSs

FRIDAY & SATURDAY ,
NIGHT BUFFET
I I
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Salad
Bar
Food
Chicken,
Fillets, Fried
.
Includes Drw
Bar, Dessert Bar
This Week's Special
-i ".,r'

running game.
Beebe, .secing his first action
since breaking his collarbone on
Nov. 18 against' Miami, was a
prime target early, especially on
short routes.
He admitted he was a little nervous about whether the collarbone
would hold up until he caught his
first ball late in the first quarter.
"I ran a 12-yard hitch route on
Kevin Ross and when I caught the
ball, he grabbed me around my
waist and picked me up and threw
me pretty hard right on my shoulder," said Beebe, who led all
receivers with 6 catches for 77
yards. "It stung a little bit, but I
said, 'It's going to be all sight."'
Beebe and Lofton, the Bills'
fastest receivers, went deep early.
Although Kelly overthrew them,
Lofton said the plays were a message to the Chiefs that the Bills
wouldn't run just short routes.
"We felt like we had to loosen
their defense up because they play
so well underneath," said Lofton,
who finished with 3 catches for 34
yards and a •touchdown.
"I think in the second half they
laid off a little bit more because of
what we did in the first half,"
Reed said. "Our game plan was to
try to throw underneath them in the
zones and when they had two deep
(safeties), we were going to try and
run the ball. It seemed like everything worked out like it, should."

A&A
Auto Rental

•Dally & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
oCall Us For Rates
Chestnut St. Murray

Mae* Alm', Form"'

Holland Motor Sales
C.--)

East Main St.
WW1
753-4461

To say this was the biggest
day of Erik Kramer's otherwise undistinguished career
does not begin to tell the
whole story. Because even the
one pass he purposely threw
away managed to win him
another fan for life. And that
only hints at the kind of day
it was.
"Most mornings, on game
days. I wake up with butterflies. But this morning, there
weren't any jitters," he said
after Detroit leveled the Dallas
Cowboys 38-6 ,on Sunday and
moved within one victory of
the Super Bowl.
"I don't know why. I got
up, I went to breakfast, I kept
waiting and nothing happened.
For some reason, I was pretty
calm the whole way through.
But I don't know how to
explain it."
Precious few people
expected the much-traveled,
27-year-old to step forward at
this time and in this place.
Sure, he had enjoyed some
success since taking over from
the injured Rodney Peete in
late October. But when the
first kick of Sunday's game
tumbled end-over-end beneath
the translucent roof of the
Silverdome, he was a long
way from being mentioned in
the same sentence as Bobby
Layne, the Hall of Famer who
led the Lions to their last
playoff win 35 years ago.
And with good_ reason.
Before Sunday, the "big"
games on Kramer's resume
were something called the
Potato Bowl, which he plaYed
in while attending junior
college, and the Peach Bowl,
which he lost while quarterbacking North Carolina State.
Worse yet, he snuck into the
NFL as a strikebreaker in
Atlanta- a few years back, then
made a side trip to the Cana-'
dian Football League. Only
afterward, in 1990, did he
find his way into the Lions'
camp.
Neither fact endeared him
much to the faithful in
Detroit, where union Sensibilities run wide and deep and
most of the things imported
from the Great White North
nearby come over a cable.
That may explain why the
Cowboys spent much of last
week reminding people in
these parts of those very facts.
"The last time I heard of
Erik Kramer," said Dallas
defensive tackle Tony Cassillas, who was with the Falcons
when Kramer crossed the
picket line, "he was the scab
quarterback in Atlanta. ...
"Now, from what I hear,
he. seems like -Ws- getting a
little cocky: I guess we'll find
out this week. Most of the
time he -just hands the ball
off to Barry Sanders and gets
out of the way.
"Erik Kramer," Casillas
fairly snorted, "is not going
to beat us."
Casillas may have been the
most vocal of the Cowboys,
but wasn't the only one thinking that way. Virtually ignoring Kramer's arm, Dallas'
defense was arrayed to stop
Sanders' quick feet. The linebackers played close enough to
the ball to be confused with
linemen and the safeties played where the linebackers normally would. Even the Cowboys' cornerbacks were party
to the insult, giving Detroit
receivers 5- or 10-yard
cushions.
"But that's the way my
career's gone for a long
time," Kramer said. "People
don't expect much from me."
Perhaps. But no one, Kramer least of all, could have
expected what followed. Thc
Cowboys went three-and-out on
their first possession and this
was the Lions' opening sequence: Kramer pass to Herman
Moore for 11 yards; Kramer
pass to Mike Farr for 13;
Kramer pass to Willie Green
(Cunt'd on page 7)
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

By The Associated Press

Kentucky proved too much for South Carolina in its Southeastern Con- •
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
ference debut, but the Wildcats don't feel the Gamecocks are out of their
league.
Like a good nekghbor, State Farm Is There.
"They're a good team, and I think they're going to have a really great
year in the league," Kentucky sophomore Gimel Martinez said. "I think
they'll be at the top of the league. They'll be a big challenge for every
team in the SEC.
Charlons 113. Phoenis 105
Atlanta 97, LA Uppers 95
The 17th-ranked Wildcats weathered the challenge, rallying from an
PRO BASKETBALL
UMW= 100. Boston 96
early 12-point deficit to defeat the Gamecocks 80-63 Saturday night
Crecago 140, Nee Jersey 96
Houston 112. San Anton* 110, 20T
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METAIRIE, La. (AP) — New Orleans Saints fullback Craig "Ironhead"
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Denver
Heyward was scheduled today to enter a plea in connection with charges sophomore at home beyond the 3-point line as well as down low in the
12 19 367
NFL PLAYOFFS
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'Anno▪ t▪ ate
stemming from an Oct. 11 altercation with two women. Heyward was lane. Mashburn hit 14 of 27 field goals, including five of 153-pointers.
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Conference Championships
charged with two counts of simple battery and two counts of aggravated
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"I felt kind of like a ball hog," Mashburn said, "but coach (Rick)
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"Coach Pitino says I shoot up about 100 three-pointers a day," MashSuadry, Jan. 24
of Metairie, outside Champions sports bar. He was described by Champions
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•
manager Richard Keene as being "highly intoxicated" at the time.
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Mashburn had never shot more than
this season and a 30-24-4 record in five years, resigned Saturday to accept Carolina invited him to keep shooting by backing away from him. And
at
year
per
$250,000
the job at Arizona State. Snyder, 51, made a reported
Jane Rogers Insurance
long range, he was turning and twistCal and is expected to earn about $600,000 per year at Arizona State, when Mashburn wasn't firing from
where he replaces the fired Larry Marmie. Arizona State was 6-5 this sea- ing in the lane.
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627
son, its fourth under Marmie.
"He's a great inside player as you can see by his moves," Pitino said.
WORCESTER, Mass.(AP) — Notre Dame quarterback coach Peter Vaas "lie's got NBA pro 3-point range."
wat named head coach at Holy Cross on Saturday. Vaas, a three-year starThe game was a formal affair for South Carolina, with many school
ter at quarterback for Holy Cross in the early 1970s, replaced Mark Duffner,
wearing tuxedos. The two teams also exchanged gifts.
officials
to
who took over the Maryland program last week after guiding Holy Cross
But once the game began the Wildcats gave South Carolina nothing but
an 11-0 record this season.
grief. Kentucky used its depth — it has nine players who average 10
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Erik Kramer...
(Cont'd from page 6)
for 13; Kramer's pass to Sanders, dropped; Kramer pass to
Green for 31 and a
touchdown.
Then it got better. Kramer,
who was supposed to be the
decoy, was already 18-for-22
and 195 yards at the half.
And ,because Dallas stubbornly
refused to adjust its defense,
Lions coach Wayne Fontes
went over to Sanders, who
had just four carries for eight
yards, and told him he was
going to keep playing the
decoy.
And it got better still. Some
10 minutes into the third

that guy in the stands,
39-year-old Jack Whitney of
suburban Detroit, was even
more impressed.
"Ten years. Ten years I've
had these seats and this is the
first ball I've caught," he
said, pulling the trophy from
underneath his shirt.
"I heard about the great old
days and I always thought,
deep down, we'd do all right
again. But there were so many
lean years, I was starting to
wonder.
"And then out of
nowhere," Whitney said, grinning, "along•Vmes this guy
Kramer."

quarter, after five straight
completions, Detroit was leading 17-6. Kramer was standing
at the Dallas 23-yard line and
couldn't find anybody open, so
he fired the ball into the first
row of scats behind the end
zone. Two plays later, Kramer
threw it to a teammate again,
Green again, for 9 yards and
his third touchdown of the
afternoon.
CBS was so impressed with
Kramer's marksmanship that
soon after, it ran a graphic
showing the number of catches
by Lions receivers and listed
at the bottom was "Guy in
the Stands" with one. And

Doormat...
(Cont'd from page 6)
out."
McConnell, who came off the
bench for four points in just 15
minutes, sank two free throws 10
seconds later to put MSU up 70-67.
Middle got a short jumper from
Priscilla Robinson to pull within
70-69, but Parker came up with a
big rebound and layup.
Playing only 23 minutes because
of foul trouble_ Parker came up
with a long rebound and went the
length of the court for an easy layup to give MSU its final margin,
72-69 with :18 to play.
Middle had two shots to tie in
the last :05 but failed on two threepointers.
Robinson, a preseason all-OyC
pick, led all scorers with 24 points.
Murray State capitalized on
Middle's 27 perecent shooting in
the first half to lead 39-34. The
lead jumped to as many as nine
early in the second half, but Middle
clawed back behind Robinson.
The turning point in ale game
came when Angie Waldon was
whistled for a technical foul for
retaliating to rough _play from
Middle's Maggie Cox.
Leading 64-61 and a chance to
go up by as many as five, Middle
missed both free throws from the
technical and failed to score the
possession. Murray's Julie Pinson
and Parker sco?ed buckets off short
jumpers to tic the game at 65-65
with 4:05 to play.
"That technical really fired us
up," Brcazeale said:
"I think our Conditioning was a
key," she said. "We were able to
play up-temp and they seemed to

at UT-Martin. They ggt back into
the OVC Saturday wheh they travel
to Austin Peay.

get a little tired at the end."
Murray State is on the road
tonight for a non-conference game

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

Read the
want ads daily

There's No
Remote
Control
with this
Newspaper
73 percent of the primary television sets
in Kentucky have remote control. It makes
switching stations easy. See the commercial.
Watch the commercial disappear.

What Have You
Try Us
Got to Lose?
Inches? Pounds?
See us... -your
fitness professionals.-

lealth and Fitness Club
l'uiversity Square • 759-9999

753-9586

300 South 4th

Murray's Only $3,000 and Undet Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1986 Cutlass Callas

red, auto, att11950

1986 Bud Century 104.4.
1984 Dodge Aries

54.003 rm

1982 Ford Tn.ck 44.
1984 Cutlass Cierra

VAS

921600

550
'11850
1,850
1

1986 Chevy Cavalier 4i41,. .404$21500
-1987 Ch. C.En Spit

'2,700

...s4,000
11550
1977 Datsun 280 Z 4.40
1977 Chevy So3ttsdale Truck 1,450
1984 Datsun Sena .41, auto, 1,700

1988 Cut Calais v4

1984 Forci Ranger .0.

12,50a

1984 Dodge Omni

$1 1000

good harts°

1976 Mercury C.Jamet good ..., 1275
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9

(SWITCH
With the flick of a button, your
TV advertising message is gone.
There's no retrieving it.
In a recent statewide survey
of 2000 Kentucky households,
'55 percent said they "do something else"
when a commercial comes on TV.
They switch stations,
or they run to the refrigerator.
Or let the dog out, or check the laundry.

Premiere

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

753-0489

6th & Main

readers are
NeNvispaper advertising doesn't work that way. It's there when newspaper
the,,
take
can
they
do,
ready. They don't have totun to the refrigerator. But if they
newspaper with them. Ever try that with a TV set?
then gone. It's
And newspaper advertising stays around. It's not on for 15 seconds and
Kentucky
of
percent
'138
there for days. In fact, the same survey showed that up to
days.
three
least
at
for
newspaper readers keep the newspaper around the house
So while newspaper readers might go to the refrigerator, your message is
they return. And it stays there, working for you.

there when

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
Mirrray Ledger & Times (502) 753-1916
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
USDA mapping genetic makeup.of cattle
to produce popular beef for consumers
By MARGARET SCHERF
Associatod Pness Writer

WASHINGTON — Agriculture
Department scientists are mapping
the genetic makeup of cattle as the
first step in a process that could
allow the industry to produce beef
with characteristics that consumers
want_
"By identifying genes or groups
of genes that control cattle traits.
the industry will be able to produce
the types of beef most desired by
consumers." said R. Dean Plowman, administrator of the Agricultural Research Service.
"That will give farmers.
ranchers and the meat-processing
industry a better means of tailoring
production to specific needs and
marktsts. and tberobv improve

profitabilit
Scientists at the Roman L. Hruska U.S. Meat Animal Research
Center at Clay Center, Neb., are
mapping cattle's 'overall genetic
_makeup — called the genome.
When researchers have pinpointed the location of specific
genes that control certain traits, the
information can be used to breed
animals selectively to produce anima r§ With those gene.
"Breeders and researchers now
rely heavily uron statistical
methods to tcleritif) animals of a
specific genetic makeup." said an
Agriculture Department news
release.
Cattle might be bred, using the
new genetic information, to carry
genes that produce especially lean

Last air-cured
sale scheduled
for Jan. 13

meat, for instance, or for diseaseresistance or easy calving if the
animal is likely to be placed away
from close ,supervision.
"A gene map is a place to start.
not a place to reach," said .Dan
Laster, director of the meat
research center. "A genetic map
will not provide technology: a map
'of the genome for each species
must be constructed before useful
technology can be efficientl
developed."
The goal of the project is to
identify evenly spaced genes, or
markers, along each of the 29 chromosomes that make up the bovine
gnome, said Craig W. Beattie, a
research chemist who heads the
genome project at the meat
research facility.

Farmers may need your old newspapers
By LAWRENCE L KNUTSON
Assoc la ad Pr•ss Wnror

WASHINGTON — Old newspapers may have a higher worth
than as wrappings for dead fish. A
government scientist says they also
can be used to turn hard-packed
dirt into crumbly, nutrient-rich soil

4.

James H. Edwards, a soil scienust with the Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Research
Service in Auburn, Ala.. reports
that by combining newspaper and
other ingredients he is growing cottor.. corn and soybeans in soil that
previously had been so'hard that it
co.Ild be compared to sandstone.

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Dld you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of clasStoom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
ba0e1or degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1984 was named Senior
Intern at Life -University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life Universitj.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind -of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't -know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Painful Joints
J Headaches
_I Back Pain..
_3 Shoulder Pain
J Arthritis
J Neck Pain
Arm./;.eg Pain
3
Bursitis
J
.
Stiffness,
J
J Cold Hands.Feet
J Hip Pain
J Numbness

"A fingernail can't penetrate
it," Edwards said.
But Edwards said he has prevailed over the hard land by using
shredded back copies of the
Opelika-Auburn News combined
with ctiicken litter mixed with soil.
When cotton plants are grown in
the mix, roots reach four feet deep.
Edwards said, instead of the six
inches common in the Southeast.
The roots aren't stopped by the
hardpan common to the region, he
said.
The recipe Edwards has been
using calls for 40 percent shredded
newspaper, 50 percent soil and 10
percent to 15 percent of chicken
litter.
He uses it to fill a trench four
feet deep and six inches wide. The
chicken litter causes the newspaper
to decompose rapidly, a fact
Edwards says is probably due to
the microbes and ammonia it Contributes to the mix.
Edwards says a two-foot trench
might be best for commercial use.
And he says he is testing the mix
on the surface at depths of only six
inches.
"It's a mistake to call newspapers, leaves and grass clippings
waste." Edwards says. "They
loosen soil, add organic 'matter,
provide nutrients and beneficially
effect soil pH." _
Edwards said that in the future
he probably will lower the amount
of chicken litter he uses to 5 percent or 6 percent to reduce the
level of nit,ratc leaching from the
litter.

SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KENTUCKY CASKET FOR MAMA* RfSC,-

Farmers to begin
applications for
crop-loss relief
WASHINGTON (AP) — Farmers should begin preparing paperwork on applications for crop-loss
payments under the federal
1990-91 agricultural disaster relief
program, Agriculture Secretary
Edward Madigan said Thursday
Congress has approved $995
million in payments for those who
had crop losses because of natural
disasters in either 1990 or 1991.
Farmers with gross revenues of
less than S2 million per year may
file claims for losses for various
crops. The losses must have been
greater than 35 percent for farmers
with crop insurance and more than
40 percent for other farmers.
"Producers intending to file
should begin to assemble their
records now, so they will be ready
when the official application period
opens in„February," Madigan said
in a statement.
The application period for the
Commodity Credit Corp.'s crop
disaster program is Feb. 3 through
March 13. The program is administered by the USDA's Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Service.

U.S. donating
100,000 tons
of feed corn
to Estonia
The United States is donating
100.000 tons of corn to newly
independent Estonia.
Secretary of Agriculture Edward
Madigan said the S11 million donation will be sold by Estonia's government to private sector feed millers and poultry producers for feed.
"This donation will help achieve
two objectives," Madigan said. "It
will supplement Estonia's animal
feed supply to help ensure adequate
production of meat, poultry and
dairy products. And proceeds from
the sale will be used by the Estonian government to assist in the
development of the country's private sector agricultural economy."

A SPECIAL

Illfin FROM
MOPAR!

FREE FRONT
WIPER BLADES
WITH OIL
AND FILTER
CHANGE!*

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH 0NLY
_

FREE
i FREE
examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include

This
a chiropractic Jrthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a mustie strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Our office policy protects you:"The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
Center
Chiropractic
Heskett
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

The final sale for dark aircured (type 35) tobacco will be
Jan_ 13.
Sales will begin in Mayfield
at 9 Lm. and conclude in Murray the same day.
Sales for the season have totaled 1.1 million pounds for
approximately $-1.975 million
and sold for an average bf
$177.76.

Mel /1,

3 0010.0e
,

Slop by today for full details!
Offer available 1 2 92-3/2792!

PEPPERS
CHRYSLER. PLYMOUTH-SODGE • JEEP EAGLES.!NC.
2400 East Wood Street Parts. 7N
.Phone: ;901) 642-5661
'.Ion -Fri. 8:00 ann. • 5.00 p m.
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Cucumbers great idea
for migrant labor users
Farmers who use migrant labor to harvest their tobacco might increase
their profits if they also grew pickling cucumbers.
Cucumbers are harvested right before the tobacco harvest season, said
Dick Roberts, Extension horticulturist with the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Since farmers are paying for the transportation and lodging of the
migrant workers anyway," Roberts said, "it makes sense for farmers to
look to increase the income they get from that labor."
: The market for cucumbers is there right now, he added. Farmers interested in growing cucumbers next summer could lock in a market for selling their produce by getting a contract now.
"Paramount Foods in Louisville is looking for as much Kentucky
grown, hand-picked cucumbers as they can get," Roberts said. "They're
hauling out of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio and even Texas right now. I was
talking to the company's field manager, Dick Morrow, last week, and he
told me they'd like a lot more locally grown cucumbers, because of transportatios costs."
Tobacco farmers interested in getting a contract to grow cucumbers can
check with their country agricultural agent.
Tobacco farmers might not know whether growing an extra crop would
be profitable enough to warrant the extra work involved. Roberts said a
good farmer with good management techniques might realistically expect
a gross yield of 500 to 600 bushels per acre. That represents a gross
return of about S3,000 to $3,500 per acre at this year's prices.
"The way they do it up North is they give the migrant workers half the
crop," he said. "That means the farmer would receive about $1,500 per
acre based on a total S3,000 return."
That's a nice extra bit of income, he added. Also, it's not unheard of
for top farmers to get 1,000 bushels per acre.
"It's a quick crop, but it's labor intensive," Roberts said: "Cucumbers
need to be picked every couple of days. We picked ours on our demonstration plots 15 times between the last week in June and the end of July."
Cucumbers are planted the first week of May. With the end of harvest
coming at the end of July and tobacco harvesting beginning in August, the
crop seems ideal for farmers bringing in migrants. Just bring them in a
little earlier and cash in on two crops, Roberts suggested. Transportation
costs will be the same.
How much will it cost the farmer to produce the cucumbers?
Roberts has statistics based on the College of Agriculture's demonstration plots. Two pounds of seed per acre will cost only about $30. Other
expenses such as fertilizer, herbicide, fungicides, machine hire' and fuel
added out-of-pocket expenses of S207. For some farmers, those expenses
might go to about $250, he said.
Hauling is a relatively minor expense, because the company contracting
for the cucumbers sets up receiving stations throughout the region. Farmers don't have to haul their produce all -the way to Louisville.
"We figure a realistic expectation might be S1,000 or S1,200 per acre
net profit for the farmer," -Roberts
If enough farmers in a region will agree to grow from 25 to 50 acres of
cucumbers, the company will set up a receiving station to grade them, buy
them and pay the., farmers a check the same day.
"That's the beauty of it," Roberts said. "They deliver the produce and
collect their check the same day. That's a handy income in July when not
much other income is coming in."
Grade IA cucumbers, the top grade, brings $15 a bushel, he said. 1B
brings SIO with lower grades ranging from two to four will average $2.50
to S4.25. Because every plot will have cucumbers in differing grades,
Roberts said.the.average of about $6 a bushel is conservatively realistic.
Why haven't farmers already jumped on this apparent bandwagon?
"The big problem has been labor," Roberts said. "It is very labor intensive. Cucumbers absolutely must be picked at the right time. If they're
left in the field two days too long, the cucumbers will be too large. That's
why it seems ideal for migrant workers. They can hand-pick the cucumbers even on days too wet for machines to get into the fields."

Bush urged to move ahead
on selling wheat to Philippines
Sen. producers.
WASHINGTON (AP)
urging
is
D-S.D.,
Daschle,
"We must not allow our compeTom
President Bush to move ahead on titors, with their special
an opportunity to sell U.S. wheat to government-sponsored marketing
advantages, to take away our tradithe Philippines.
Daschle said that if the admi- tional markets," he said.
nistration fails to act soon on the
A Daschle aide said the State
new initiative under the Export Department reportedly opposes the
Enhancement Program, "the new Philippines EEP initiative
United States stands the risk of los- because it would offend the Austraing an important market for spring lians by displacing sales of Austrawheat."
lian wheat to the Philippines.
"Losing this market would
The administration has also
weaken domestic wheat prices and
hurt an already shaky rural eco- reportedly delayed a decision on
nomy," Daschle told the president the initiative until after the president visits Australia next week,
in a letter.
Under the program, the Agricul- Daschle's aide said.
A USDA official said the departture Department subsidizes overseas sales of U.S. farm goods by ment does not comment on pending
- EEPs.
'
providing cash or commodity boO"'
Daschle's aide said the senator
uses to exporters.
Daschle said the president was considering legislation that
should not allow the concerns of would reduce the State Departanother country's producers to ment's role in decisions on export
override the needs of American initiatives.
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FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

10(4,1: (summit)
Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Decaffeinating
process can also
clean wastes from
vegetable oil
WASHINGTON (AP) -- A procedure used to decaffeinate coffee
can be adapted to clean and recycle
wastes from vegetable oil refining,
according to Agricultr Department scientists.
The process could mean less use
of landfills to dump the wastes and
fewer fire hazards from oil-soaked
wastes that are prone to spontaneous combustion on hot summer
days. USDA said.
An average soybean oil refinery
generates about 5,000 pounds of
spent bleaching clay every day,
USDA said. The clay absorbs substances from the raw oil that a
refinery doesn't want in the end
product, as well as some oil.
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Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
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CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
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For Trade
Fee Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
local cairn sarvicir

AVON Representatives
needed in this area Be
your own boss insurance
available Free jewelry gift
with appointment kit Call
assistant manager
753-0171
CONSTRUCTION
WANTED $180-$650, laborers, carpenters, masons, painters and roofers
EOE 1-800-551-1542

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P A
Call J.T.P.A Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a.m.-11:30a m
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VCR Service
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Ward-Elkins
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SALES Clerk Typing, computer knowledge helpful
Full or part-time P 0 Box
1040-N, Murray, KY 42071
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Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 ool
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Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road
south to Sq. Hate Road. night on Sq Haler Road

ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
753 0466 PO Box 1033
Mundy
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Handmade to be Handed Down!
Give your friends an mning of entertainment and fun
when you host a Longaberger Basketx. show in your home
reel the qualdv and beauty of these baskets woven of
hardwood maple' Each is handwoven one at a time ho
American artisan, Thes're truly handmade to he handed
down
Foe more intorrrwoon. cail
Maryann On
Long bangle B.61.10 Coreuiters
(5021 492-8566
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DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an
excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It
pays the $652 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment
amount. This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% of the $100 Part-B deductible. Part-B
benefits are paid in or out of the hospital.
The 1992 rate is $58.75 per month.
For more information call:

ler

Ty
of
a
nd

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

280
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300
310
320
330
940
360

Sales

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

279,
365
420
430.
440
450
460

Howard D.
Happy Co.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

490

Used Cars

1"

2"

3"

4"

Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

510
520
270

RJR HOME REPAIRS

(502) 753-0468

to:
Papa John's Pizza

414,-.44.4.a.a*4.V-'
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20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

70.00

80.00

450
Apartments
For Rent

Reel
Estate

Farms
For Sale

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

7 ACRE commercial lot,
ideal location Call John
Downs at MTG, 753-4000

125 ACRE farm and 3br
house 474 2361

330
Rooms
For Rent

1 or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
in Mobile Home Village AVAILABLE now 1 bedGas or electric heat, central room of 2 bedroom duplex
utilities If
air, appliances and water $200/mo +
furnished Coleman RE, interested, phone Scott
753-9233 before 2pm
753 9898

afin

BEAUTIFUL lots in very
exclusive lake subdivision
Call John Downs at MTG
753-4000

Homes
For Sale

HOUSE and 9 acres, in
New Concord area 1 acre
stocked lake Call John
Downs at MTG 753-4000

2BR 1 bath, newly remod
eled Central H/A, 1 car
garage, now renting Lynn
Grove, 753-6633

2BR Cabin for sale in Lake
Shores, KY Good lake
ofKOPPERUD REALTY
view Also, extra lot Drasti
fers a complete range of cally reduced to $12,500
Real Estate services with a 901-584-8882
wide selection of quality
3BR frame house located in
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free Northwest Calloway
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext County. 18 acres storage
building, including 2 barns
711L
$37,500 753-4985 after
RE/MAX Properties Ltd 5pm
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Bel-air Center FAMILY relocating and
needs quick sale on 3br, 2
753 SOLD
bath home in Murray May
RESTAURANT near Mur- consider rent with option to
ray State University Call purchase Call Jean at
John Downs at MTG, Century 21, 753-1492
753-4000
REDUCED 3br, 2 bath , 1
5 minutes from Muracre
city
near
WOODED lots
Mid $40's Call Bob
Call John Downs at MTG, ray
Perrin, Re/Max Properties
753-4000
Ltd 753-SOLD

CONSOLE PIANO for sale 2 BEDROOM mobile
Cash, or payments to party home fully furnished,
with good credit See loc- waterfront Available imally Call Credit Manager at mediately Call John
Downs at MTG 753-4000 2BR near college Lease
11
COMPUTER desk New, 800-635-76
and deposit required
unfinished Will finish your PIANO tuning and repair 2BR No pets 753-9866
753 1059
color 753-8004
759-9661
RENT or rent to own 2br
house Washer,
240
mobile home w/central H/A 2BR small
NEW white shampoo chair,
dryer, stove and refrigeraRecreaCove
in
Pirates
$40. Creme beauty salon
included, partially furnMiscellaneous
tional Development near tor
chair mat, like new, $40
A/C, gas heat
ished.
Aurora, KY Recreational
435-4402 or 435-4030
COINS and stamps make
$350/mo Located at 521 S
renters
to
available
'facility
wonderful presents, invest753-3018
For information, 13th.
ments and hobbies. We or owners
155
call
753-2962
2 OR 3 bedroom, Pine Bluff
also feature proof sets,
Shores, quiet wooded surand
coin
dollars,
silver
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
Appliances
stamp .supplies, foreign electric or gas Walking dis- roundings, central H/A, appliances, carport Coleman
WASHER dryer, gas coins and paper money tance to college 753-5209
RE, 753-9898
space heater 753-4684
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
300
5BR furnished house near
160
(Dixieland Shopping CenBusiness
university Ideal for stuHouse
Horne
ter) and Treasure
Rentals
dents 753-5267 after 5pm
at
Furnishings
(Southside Manor), also
LOCATED at 920 N 18th
Toonerville Trolly Antique
JENNY Lind twin beds,
St Livingroom, kitchen, 2
Hazel, formerly
(in
Store,
SPACE
RETAIL
mattress and springs Exbedrooms, 1 bath, carport,
Mercantile
Ox-Yoke),
the
FOR RENT
cellent condition
w/d hook-up All kitchen
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
753-2987
Dixieland Center
appliances furnished
and Antiques (Fulton) We
$395/mo Call 753-1266
Excellent Location
buy coins and stamps and
165
between 8-00am-5 00pm,
appraise estates CHRISTCall 753-9506
for Paulette
ask
OPHER'S COINS.
or 759-4081
Antiques
753-4161
NEAR hospital 3br, Irving8 PIECE Lillian Russell
20'x30' COMMERCIAL room, chningroom, eat in
110
bedroom suite 492-8727.
space on US 641 North, kitchen, 2 car garage with
Business
near Shoneys Call John shop space, plus one addiServices
Instruction
Downs at MTG 753-4000 tional heated garage
$550 Imo
March 1
PRIVATE Investigato
DANCE dass Tap and bal
FOR rent for storage on 759-4132
D B A Confidential Investi- your lot, semi truck trailers
et. ages 8-11 Elizabeth
gations, Southside Shop- 753 4509
Thurman teacher, 12 years ARNOLD Palmer 'Axioms
SMALL 2br house,
ping Center, Suite #102,
experience dancing For- golf clubs, one year old
$275/mo plus deposit 1',4
mer student of Beverly Three iron through sand Murray, 753-2641
miles 641 South 753-6156
1900 sq. ft. of storage
Peeler Call 753 4856 after wedge Call 753-5904
work shop.
or
space
5pm for more information
270
360
Electricity, gas heat,
'PING' Golf Clubs, only 9
Moblie
For Rent
restrooms and loadmonths old One iron, then
Homes For Sale
140
Or Lease
ing ramp.
wedge
iron
through
three
Want
Call Allison Photography
12x50 REGE, house-type
Call 753-5904
3BR, 2 bath condo in Mar
To Buy
753-8809
root, large outbuilding
ray for sale or lease
$5000 753-0253
210
ANTIQUES by the piece or
753-3293
310
collections Call 753-9433
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Want
after 5pm
Firewood
370
Specializing in mobile
To Rent
Livestock
200
home
services
-Kg
OM
mobile
home
for
CASH
FIREWOOD for sale Oak
& Supplies
amp $375 100 amp $325
YOUNG couple needs to
tires $7-$12 each
and Hickory Cut to order
435-4027
527-2932
rent house in county 4 BLACK, white-faced
474-8086, daytime
437-3042
753-9808 after 5 30pm
cows w/catves Call after
JANUARY Clearance Sale
NEED cash, buying 1960's
474-2277
5pm,
120
big
Save
progress!
in
now
for
sale
G I Joe'S Bill, 492-8103
FIREWOOD
Apartnirente
bucks on all homes, new
759-4401
Company. SadHUDSON
furniUSED and antique
For Rent
and used Dinkins Mobile
dles Bodies & Horse supture, glass, tools, quilts
A FIREWOOD for sale
Homes, Inc , Hwy 79E, 1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM furn- plies 753-4545,759-1823
901-642 6290
437-4667
Pans, TN 1 800 642 4891
ished apartments near 753-6763
WILL buy good, clean,
MSU 753-6111 days or
used, late model motor
753-0606 nights
380
homes and travel trailers
Pets
1BR bcck, furnished, carArrowhead Camper Sales
& Supplies
port, patio, new carpet No
Mayfield, KY 42066
pets $275/mo 753-6931
502-247 8187
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
1YR old male, full-blooded
Windows
nt
1BR furnished Some utili- Spitz $50 753-4275
Vinyl Siding and Replaceme
150
ties paid Close to univerDecks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Retriever pupArticles
sity and hospital 753-4012 AKC Golden
pies shots and wormed
For Selo
Rooting and Welding
or 753-8756
$150 901-644-1850
977 CATERPILLAR front
1BR furnished apartment
J.
Robert
puppies Various
4 yard
/
end loader, 31
Partial utilities paid No AKC
breeds 615 746 5355
Rutherford
bucket, automatic transpets 753-9741
mission, very good condi
registered Golden Re1BR partially furnished, gas AKC
lion $13,000 '66 Caterpilpuppies 753-4-658
triever
St
5th
N
409
A/C
heat,
lar road grater, runs good
and
$150/mo plus deposit
DAISY Grooming Satur$1200 474-0180 days,
references 362-7533
day, by appointment
437-4478 evenings
1 OR 2br apts near down- 753-7819
APPLE Imagewriter printer,
Murray 753 4109
town
HAVE an obedient, safe
$150 Apple Ile external
show or home
disk dove, $20 Apple am2BR duplex with carport. dog for
Classes or private lessons
ber monitor $25 Apple
WO hook up central H/A
for over
1200 Baud modem $100
Newly redecorated No Serving Murray
436-2858
Misc hardware and soft
pets $350/mo Northwood 12yrs
ware for Apple III Antique
Subdvn 753-4487
PUG puppy for sale
ice box, $225 Antique
753-5400
redecorated
newly
2BR,
glass case with legs. $150
Papa John's Pizza now hiring
univerto
distance
Walking
beveled
with
mantle
Oak
experienced managers in Murray, Ky.
sity and shopping center
mirror, $120 Side table,
Public
mirror
$400/mo Deposit required
$75 Beveled oak
Side
•training program provided
901 642 8025 after 6pm
$50 25 gal wood whiskey
•vacation benefits
keg $25 Carriage blanket
Company
Auction
FARRIS
3 BEDROOM 2 bath du•insurance available
$25 Couch and loveseat
plex located north side of W Dan Farris, Auctioneer,
$100 Large wood stove
•competitive wages
-town Call John Downs at P.O Box 149, Hazel, KY
$250 436-2848
(502) 492-8796/8795 We
MTG 753-4000
resume
Send
appraise and sell it all
BRAND new 2br duplex
MILLIONAIRES MILlocated in Northwood SubLIONAIRES, PANG 2412-A Fort Campbell Blvd.
division Call 753 1266 beBURN'S CANDY IS BACK
tween 8 00am 5 00pm,ask
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
for Paulette
Sale-T Pharmacy,
ASHLEY wood furnace,
100,000 BTU Log splitter
753-6156

6"

320

Mobilo
Homes For Salo

NICE 14x65 2br, 2 bath
„rah extras Very clean, priced reasonable For inforFIREWOOD Delivered, mation, call 354-6705 after
$30 436-5598
6pm
OAK, no bark $20 picked
2811
up Murray 436 5560
Mobile
Homes For Rent

5"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25s per word $5.00 minimum tat day_
5s per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$I 50 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Vans

495
500

CASIO keyboard CT 360
pulse code modulator 49
full size keys $100
436-5234

1-800-633-7296

81 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

470
480
485

FIREWOOD, green or sea
soned 753-5476

9 pin and 24 pin. 2
warranty.
year
Cash and carry
price.
Please Call The

▪▪ Hun.
Discount 2nd Run. 60% Discount 3rd
All 3 Ads Most Run Within 6 Day Period ,

TRANSPORTATION

Firewood

NEW IBM
PRINTERS

40%
Days

•••••••

‘..,

Effective Jan 2. 1991)
Display Ads

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

210

SECRETARY, medical of
lice Available immediately
Salary negotiable FullATTENTION Wholesalers
time Some typing Send
and retailers Here are
resume to P 0 Box
OPPORJOB
FLORIDA
for
have
we
items
some
1040-M, Murray, KY
occutrades,
All
TUNITIES.
119pc
more
sale and many
medical,
professions,
pations,
WE'LL pay you for easy
tool set, sample is $50, 1
110.7 paper organization work
doz $540 Musical car- Call 813-577-3260,ext.
Toll
days/wk. 9am-9pm est.
from homel Get paid
ousel, sample $15 1 doz
$14760 Genuine shell reimbursed.
daily/$135 per 100 Write
earring, sample $3, 1 doz
PASEP 187V 161 S LinJOBS in Kuwait Tax Free
$28 80 For more informa- Construction workers colnway N Aurora. IL
tion call 492-8869
$75,000 Engineering 60542
$200,000 Oil field workers
Call
$ 1 0 0 , 0 00
Situation
1-800-279-8555 ext 1027
Wanted
l
LOOKING for professiona
WANTED Alterations to do
office cleaner, approx
3,000 sq ft Respond to in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
P 0 Box 350 Murray
area 753-1379
MECHANIC Must have experience in small engines IN home Day Care, State
AURORA Pizza Magic
tractors Send resume Certified for children up to 5
and
5pm
at
Open all year
years Four miles North of
Box 1415, Murray
P0
to
Closed Mon and Tues
Murray off Hwy 641
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 , NEED someone to babysit 753-0023
1 800-649-3804
5 month old infant girl, my
TRUSTWORTHY lady will
home or yours Prefer
do housecleaning Have regrandmotherly type Must
ferences 435-4336
have references and be dependable Phone 759-9907 WILL do house cleaning
after 4pm
Call after 7pm 753-1016

.aier

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For' Rent
For Rent or Lease

"
-

Classified Ad Rates

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

Help
Wanted

5350.00/DAY Processing
phone orders! People call you.
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
I-800-255-0242.

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the firit insertion of their ads fur any error The
Murray Ledger &Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12-p.m.

060

Help
Wanted

Nedra

of

Public Sale

410
540
560
570
240

ft0

02.1

ic
Cf

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
, Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleffners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS

753-1916

PAGE 9

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Ser.lce on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*AII Repairs Are Guaranteed .

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
,•6"'

4,

dal
New Year Special
Close to Murray High School. Neat 4 bedroom,
2'/2 bath home on a corner lot. Price just reduced
over $5,000. Now offered in the $80's.

Kopperud Realty

r/

753-1222

711 Main

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with Vrick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

DAVID SMITH

Construction
NOW Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE!
Route 1, Box 139D
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

-

sta
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Millard Fillmore Society
sees eventful year in 1991

CLASSIFIEDS

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(AP) — Finding the uneventful in
an eventful year took the Millard
Fillmore Society to Prssident
T C Dinh Repair and Main- Zachary Taylor's grave.
tenance Etectncal - CheeriThe society celebrates Fillmore's
ng Sewer 1210/1212 Main birthday each Jan. 7 by recognizing
Street 753-6111 office.
the previous year's person or event
7530606 after 5pm
that epitomizes the mediocrity for
THE Gutter Co Seamless which Fillmore was known.
aluminum gutters variety
"Given a year that saw the
of colors Licenced inSoviet Union get divorced and a
sured Estimate available
759 4690
war that took less time than the
and gave us more medOlympics
VCR
Wood
VCR REPAIR
als, 1991 was just too significant to
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs be mediocre," said society Presi$35. al brands 3rd Streee dent Phil Arkow.
Almo. Open 9-12, 1.5.
The exhumation of Taylor was
Mon Fn , 753-0530
just the ticket, and a dear one to
WE do wallpapering, paint- the society.
ing. cleaning. etc ExperTaylor, the 12th president, was
ienced and references Ask
dug from his resting place of 140
for Mary 502-753 7941
years because historian Clara RisWELDING Portable weld
believed he was poisoned on
ing
mg service truck bed
proved
swaps, dumpster repair, July 4, 1850. An autopsy

530
Howl
far Sale

Used
Cars

3BR 2 bath living room
dining room oak cabinets,
ceiling tans beautifully decorated 1750 sq ft 24x24
detached garage 3 miles
East of Murray $53000
753 0954

1991 CORVETTE Coupe
theft recovery, 691 miles.
needs front, top, back
glass back bumper, seats,
ores and wheels $14.500
1985 Corvette, 94xxx
miles. glass top Bose stereo • • aft options. $8500
1984 Corvette, theft recovery. 60xxx miles needs
motor, transmission top
and back glass $3900
1982 Corvette 88xxx
miles. black. grey interior,
glass top. nice car! $8900
1966 Corvette convertible
2-top side exhaust. knock
oft. red. black interior,
matching numbers
$23 500 Darnell Auto
Sales 527-3512

80
Auto
Services
ALL auto repair arid sandblasting 759-4838 days
436 5322 evenings
NEW and used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5500

Ass
ALA*
Parts
MR Pick-up.
chrome bumper
to current year
pick-ups $125
after 5pm

10 drop
Fits 1988
Chevrolet
753-2309

Services
Offered

Ilessiess

('HIM Chi. Chimney
Sweeps hat 10% SCI1104'
irn ducounu We tell chim
ney caps and screens
435-4191

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Pipes broken 7 Hot water
heater leaking/ Washer
overflow? Let us help Call
753 5827 Free Estimates

R Us
CHIMNEYS
Licensed Sweeps Specie
lung in fireboxes chim
neys dampers general
home improvements and
repairs All work guaran
teed Call Tim at 753 7350

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free estimates No polls too big or
too small 759 1835

WILL do plumbing, installa
ton and repairs All guaran
teed 753 4355. 753 1134
REFINISHING stripping.
custom woodworking
753 8056

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and see
Call Gary at
vice
_759 4754

1979 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham Good condi
tion excellent stereo
power windows 92 xxx
miles $1200 753 5461
1986 DAYTONA Shelby Z
White 5-speed ac all
power. AM FM cassette
60.xxx Sharp $4500080
753-4260

490
Used
Cars
1967 MUSTANG convert
be 289 cur V8 ps
local car $5500 753 8869
after 54m
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Bxxxlexard
MusiL Murrax's Alpine Car
Audio SpeLialist, Dixieland
Center. 1 hIckk from SISL

1986 NISSAN Maxima all
available Nissan options
753 3230 after 5pm
1988 HONDA Accord LX1
4 door black *tan interior
5 speed 77x xi, miles new
Michelin tires Excellent
$7800
cond tion
759-4717

..Asf771S

98901.1>5 RF:GENitY
t'll 47ixt, one
Illtrit
iic,..kett Dr :
o*ner
Murni;

DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years ex
penence Wrrtten guaran
tee Local references
753 5812

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN LIURRAI

':caz__. .117
15 O Cava* __IX
Cala L,E _kr/
lE
S2,917
15 luta 123
15 :!rysla Aare._.
15 71yota r.rryLL..2,117
1! Tlyaa
S1,417
IS 3101
54 ilrlry 1140._32.417

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor (Duality work OVElf
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436 5625
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency. sameday service 4892525
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free est
mates 753-7203

Free est
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

ENGER Custom Design
Carpets Specializing in in
laid and handcarved car
pefing Rug binding arid
fringing Free estimates
753-7614
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1987 FORD panel wan with

arn'tm cassette.
pb
chrome wheels. running
boards Looks sharp runs
good $5900 436 2528
Can be seen across from
Ruthie s University BP

1984 GMC Jimmy Serra
Loaded 350 good condi
Don 4x4 $5000 489-2633

GALLOWAY Rooting Specializing in new roofs, re
roofs and tear -offs
1988 SILVERADO 4ved
753-9400 or 435 4214 after,' Guaranteed work
7pm
502-753-7941
KITCHEN CABINET RE
GOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram tar
mica all colors Free e5Dmates Wultt s Recovery
Murray 436-5560

-7417 4_32.417
-X2 Niude___ Sir
7511F221

TRUCKS
143 Iiissar ix2 Pt
Frd &one° II K1 __19317
Toyot
19?re YordgerS10,411
17 Fad 2.1x II 414
17 Ford Aosta ET__ S7,111
16 Dodo Pam 10--WV
15 Tart Egg.—.$5337
7J.T
Fad
Dodct Ral Ft7_31417
15 GIC Cart Yr _VW
15 Cheri Sink SSW
SSW
15 Cltrry 3Iof
14 Do* Pal 51 ___LW
71
AUbIe V Hot,

I

G 11 (1•.d.sts
OM CA %Pell ,

Torn ThurChrs Br,d,n •
Chad

TOYOTA
5'! 5 ;•
11.-4

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
aog SUNSuRY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753 59t0

a day,

0 Sk
in your

puts

and can be as
full

much fun as a
A little

of

in classified, that's what!

•TO

Fit. 8, Boa 1075
Murray. KY 42071

Calloway

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior
Canary
ll 4 Boy 177A, Murray, Ay 42071

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck AN
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753 2455

County

Phone
1502)759-1835

Fire & Rescue Squad

call:

753-1916

Men.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.12 p.m.

762-1100

To place your ad

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS
Remodeling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
maintenance
-*irk, chain link fences Home

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
( IS 11 l'c An ti mi.

759-4685

Do

p

.

.. ..

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

ANY remodeling painting
& rooting References
759 1110

,

753-6952

..,

Phone 435-4268

ALPHA Builders Carpentry remodeling, porches,
roofing concrete driveways painting maintenance,etc Free estimates
489 2303

Re•idential

James C.'Gallimore
Electric Service

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co. st

and

›er-

1,__ i
rnmi,1L

489-2303
&

0 HERE!'
BE
slo
YOUR AD COUL
PA _
••• _ _ IL_

Only

DISPOSAL SERVICE
Dependable, Guaranteed Service
Thomas/Tim Breton In Kantucky: 753-7318

Ilai5ill111 MN

13 wanks)

TUESDAY,JANUARY 7, 1992
(For sour personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on sour own
date of birth.call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE vised.for after work. Pursue an artisNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A tic hobby at home.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22): Make
cautious.step-by -step approach helps
you chart the best path to success. "share and share alike" your motto
Changes in the economy could put the whole day through. A research
extra cash in your pocket by spring. project gets off to a good start. Set
Travel leads to an employment offer aside time for fun and complete rein the summer.Take a chance on love. laxation tonight.'TVIate shows tennext October and you could find derness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Face a
lasting happiness! Do not lose track
of old friends while climbing the personal dilemma squarely. You can
no longer afford to sit on the fence,
ladder of success.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Cheerful companions are the best
THIS DATE:TV host Katie Couric, antidote for pessimism this afternoon.
actor Nicholas Cage, cartoonist Consider taking a class on weekends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Charles Addams, singer Kenny
taking yourself so seriously.
Stop
Loggins.
ARIES (March 2 I -April 19): Lighten up around your business asPostpone buying anything expensive sociates. Romance holds some infor your home until all family mem- teresting twists and turns. Remember
bers are in. agreement. Reopen the your New Year's resolutions!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
lines ofcommunication with relatives
21):. Look before you leap where
or pen pals at a distance.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): business matters .are concerned. A
Friends who get in touch with you promise should not be made until
now have interesting ne-ws to relate. you have had more time to reflect. A
Avoid making a firm financial com- couple of days' wait will not he detmitment. This is not a good day- to rimental.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
sign papers. A dream proves proWait until you have all available inphetic. GEMINI ( May 21 -June 20): It formation at your fingertips before
could be late in the day before wisdom making a decision. Recreational
overcomes confusion. Avoid jump- pursuits can set you back if you try to
ing to conclusions. Take the lead in a keep up with the Joneses.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
fund-raising effort for the poor. Your
You need to be more conservative in
actions will influence others.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Fo- your spending. Find out exactly what
cus on creative endeavors this you are getting into before putting
morning, then go shopping for the. your money down. Dinner for two at
unusual and beautiful. Avoid buying your favorite restaurant is a special
too many things on- credit. Spice up treat.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
your love life by dining someplace
Failure to guard preciotA possessions
special this evening.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A full could lead to their loss or damage.
day's work awaits you. Do what needs Leave your best jewelry home when
lobe done with a minimum offanfare. going to public places. An important
A complete change of scene is ad- relationship reaches a turning point.
T()DA Y'S CHILDREN are frugal when they have to be, generous when
they have extra funds in hand. Good money managers. these Capricorns are
experts at stretching a dollar. Unafraid of hard work,they willingly tackle the
tough classes that teir peers try to avoid. They are impressed.by power and
tend to choose a spouse who has influence or wealth. Affectionate and
protective, they make excellent, nurturing parents.

Oft

To order a re,iced and updated copy of leant DI lINI hem -setting hoot.. Yesterdwy, 1 ci..i II r •
Astrolob Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send Sic "75 plus Si postage and handling t,.
64141 Make dud,. nasal*
Croton On Andress, and St. Neel PO Boi 4iciSO.
Andress. and Mr.Meel

CARPENTRY Additions
Carports decks cabinets
remodeling new houses
Free estimates 435-4125

F

,
• 7

•

Horoscopes

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

Poison Control

AAA Additions Decks
vinyl siding carpentry
work, house and floor level
IN drive ways 40. years
experience Free esti
Call collect
mates
901 247-5173

BLOCK brick concrete hostung Basements foot
ings garages drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett

Custom Woodworking

( ommerciai

Al TREE Service- Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753-0495

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664

sequently brought about South's
demise.
Smolen had realized, of course,
that his partner's three of hearts
was a singleton. But he also realized
that establishing dummy's king of
hearts as a trick would not help
declarer at all, since South would
not be able to cash the king without
West ruffing. Indeed, the only way
declarer could ever score a trick with
the king was if he started with eight
or more spades. Winning the first
trick with the ace therefore' was
unlikely to cost, but might very well
gain.
At trick two, Smolen shifted to
the eight of clubs. It is hard to blame
declarer for winning the club return
with the ace. From South's viewpoint, it seemed foolish to risk a
finesse when he could later discard
the queen on dummy's king of hearts.
Accordingly,after taking the ace
of clubs, declarer cashed the K-A of
Looking at all four hands, it's trumps and then discarded the queen
hard to imagine how South went of clubs On dummy's king of hearts.
down one in six spades — yet he did. West unexpectedly ruffed and poor
What's more, almost anyone else in South was down one.
Now let's suppose East had Won
his shoes would also have gone down
against the brilliant defense he en- the jack of hearts with the queen. In
that case,declarer would surely have
countered.
made the slam regardless of what
West led a heart, on which declarer made the normal play of the East did next. If East returned a low
jack from dummy. However, East, heart,declarer would ruffand sooner
Mike Smolen of Los Angeles, devi- or later take a club finesse to make
ated from the norm by winning the the slam. Declarer would also make
jack with the ace! This extraordi- the slam with a club return at trick
nary play, when Smolen could have two,because he would have no other
taken the jack with the queen, sub- choice than to finesse.
Tomorrow: Heads I win, tails you lose.

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•A 2
V K J 874
•7 5
+7642
EAST
WEST
•5
+643
A Q 10952
V3
•96 2
•J 1084 3
4K 108
J 95 3
SOUTH
4 K Q J 10 98 7
IF 6
•A K Q
•A
The bidding:
South West North East
Pass
3
Pass
2+
4•
Pass
Pass
3•
Pass
5•
Pass
4 NT
6+
Opening lead — three of hearts.

CUSTOS( KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG
All Types Of:

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Sortices
°Mired

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30• years ex
penenoe Bobby Hopper
436 5848

Contract Bridge

Dial-A-Service 1,

75HP EVINRUDE out
board motor Excellent
Condition $7.00 Call
James at 435-4425

Si Ba:atri 1Y7..1717

III/M COOL_ $4.217
13 :es'mar 7_32917
S2W
12 cssar

security bars for doors No
fob too small Call nights or
leave message 753 7161

Rising wrong. Taylor's death had
been attributed to cholera, and he
was returned to the ground with
that theory intact.
The exhumation caused some
anxiety at the society. Fillmore,
Taylor's successor, would have
been suspect had Taylor been
assassinated. That would have
spoiled Fillmore's reputation for'
having done nothing, Arkow said.
There were other contenders for
the 1991 Medal of Mediocrity.
Runners-up included Pee-Wee
Herman and his arrest on charges
of exposing himself in an adult
movie theater, White House chief
of staff John Sununu and his abuse
of travel privileges, and the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings, tainted by allegations of sexual harassment.
"The entire Iraqi army also
would have been' a runner-up but
they ran away," Arkow said.

Famous Hand

causes your

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evin
rude CB in excellent condi
ton $1000 Cali James at
4354425

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

attracts a

1987 DODGE Ram 150LE
HAULING yard work tree
45 000 miles one owner
local truck loaded swb ,removal mowing Free es
fimates 759 1683
753-8869 after 5pm

Boils
& Wars

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

attracts readers like a

HANDYMAN will do plumb
mg electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753 9838

520

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

costs only

HADAWAY Constructor
Home remodeling, paint
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covenng No fob too
small 436-2f2

1988 FORD Custom F 150
ac ps pb straight 6 cyl
heavy duty suspension
5 speed am tm radio
never wrecked $4500
OBO 753-1323 After 5pm
753-5763

ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg, gravel, sand,dirt drive
way rock 753-4545
753 6763

What's as easy as

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercal continuous gutters
installed tor your specifica
eons Call Sears 753 2310
tor tree estimate

1984 CHEVROLET Cus
torn Deluxe V 8 auto ps
pb $3500 OBO Call after
5pm 7591886

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
omit, Free estimates Call
474 2307

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
753-1916

GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
terences 489 2267

Used
Trucks

11 Fad Tin!Sum Opt4,417
10 !7 on Cray ___ Mir/
It :nit
4yrdai Ertl Gi.s._sur
S14,417
19I0M
TOM CI:4 3__P217
2,417
19 Toyt Cartty
,'Aiu ST._.$10.411
19
kits Y17._.34,4,97
St717
Iissar bra

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set up for
large protects Our business is built on quality
382 2214

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642

CARS

:--

DRYWALL. finishing, re
pairs additions and blow rig ceilings 753 4761

tue
1991 CADILLAC Sedan carpet. V 8 overdrive
infection. 77:xx miles ps.

DeVille very low mileage
Contact Chuck or John
753 1893

Union
Offered

-•

4 ••••
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There are 360 days left
Today is Monday. Jan. 6, the sixth day of 1992.
ticei year.
i!itedit3
ay's Highlight in History:
Airways Pacific
Fifty years ago, on Jan. 6, 1942, the Pan American
roundithe-world trip
first
tht
making
after
York
New
in
Clipper arrived
required more than 2004loors
by a commercial airplane. The trip, which
1941.
2,
Dec.
on
of flying time, began
- On this date:
was born in Domremy.
In 1412, according to tradition, Joan of Arc
his fourth wife, Anne of
In 1540, King Henry VIII of England marked
Cleves. The marriage lasted six months.
Theodore Roosevelt,
In 1919, the 26th president of the United States, of 60.
age
died at his home in Oyster Bay, N.Y., at the
his Four Freedoms
In 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt deliveredspeech and expressof
freedom
goals:
four
outlined
he
speech in which
in his own way; freedom
ion; tlae freedom of every person to worship God
fear.
from
from want; freedom
Barbara Pierce at the
In 1945, George Herbert Walker Bush married
N.Y.
First Presbyterian Church in Rye,
government of China.
In 1950, Britain recognized the Communist
Vietnamese troops
South
and
In 1967, 25 years ago, U.S. Marines
Mekong River
the
in
offensive
an
V.
se
launched Operation Deckhou
delta.
Bob Geldof visited the
In 1985, rock star-turned -famine relief organizer
Lalibcla.
Ethiopian town of
was convicted in Los
Ten years ago: Truck driver William G. Bonin murdered 10 young
and
tortured
who
killer'
y
Angeles as the "freewa
men and boys in Southern California.
88-4,-toostablish an
Five years ago: Members of the U.S. Senate voted
Iran-Contra affair.
the
on
hearings
public
hold
11-member panel to
television address,
a
in
Hussein,
One year ago: Iraqi President Saddam
called "tyranny
he
what
against
war
long
a
told his nation to prepare for
banks owned
seized
s
regulator
Federal
States."
United
represented by the
and Maine.
cut
Connecti
setts,
by Bank of New England Corp. in Massachu
Loretta
Actress
81.
is
Adams
Joey
n
Today's Birthdays: Comedia
r Earl
performe
s
Bluegras
71.
is
Harris
Louis
Pollster
Young is 79.
E.L.
Author
67.
is
DeLorean
Z.
John
Scruggs is 68. Former automaker
48.
is
Franklin
Bonnie
Actress
58.
is
Syms
Sylvia
Doctorow is 61. Singer
Golfer Nancy Lopez is 35.
Only force and
Thought for Today: "Reason has never failed men.
Allen White,
William
—
world."
the
of
wrecks
the
oppression have made
American writer (1868-1944).

th's

.rse,
arts
ized
g of
help
puld
lout
way
Arith
ight
first
was
well

Ten years ago
Members of Murray City Council were given the oath of office on
Jan_ 4 by District Judge David
Buckingham. They are W.R. Furches, David Hill, J.H.. Nix, L.D.
Miller, Mac Fitts, Tommy Sanders,
Keith Hays, Ruby Hale, Steve
Sammons, C.C. Lowry, John E.
Scott and Howard Koenen. Presiding was Mayor Holmes Ellis who
was sworn in Jan. 2 by Circuit
Judge James M. Lassiter.
Calloway County Judge/
Executive George Weaks administered the oath of office to Hazel
Mayor Bill Hudson and Hazel City
Council members, Hal Winchester,
Joe Thompson, Herman Guthrie,
Ron Robinson, Bracic Knight and
Johnny Miller.
The Rev. and Mrs. Randolph
Allen were married for 40 years on
Dec. 24.
Dr. Alice Kocnecke spoke at a

meeting of Kappa Department of corned at a meeting held at Murray
Woman's Club House
Murray Woman's Club.
Twenty years ago
Thirty years ago
Calloway Cciunty and Murray
Calloway County Fiscal Court
City Schools were closed Jan. 5
named John Hobart Evans as carebecause of snow and road
taker of Calloway County Farm,
conditions.
located north of Murray, to take
Rainfall for the year 1971 in the
city of Murray measured 44.99 over Feb. 1; and Mrs. Claude
inches, according to John Ed Scott, Anderson and Mrs. Leon Cooper to
be in charge of handing out surplus
local weather observer. This was
each month.
food
2.63 inches below the normal,
47.62, for the year, $cott said.
Murray State College ThoroughFire destroyed the home of
breds beat Middle Tennessee here
Ralph Clark on Van Cleve Road on
83 to 61 in a basketball game. High
the morning of Jan. 4.
team scorers were Jim Jennings for
Fire damaged the home of WayMurray and Paul Holland for
ne Elcrich at 519 Shady Lane, Middle.
Murray, on Jan. 4 about 7:30 p.m.
Recent births reported at Murray
James Former, Gene Schanbacher, Bud l Stalls, Marshall Jones, Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat McCallon, a girl to
Col. Palmer Peterson, Dewey
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Wilson and
Ed
Shinners
Yates, Pete Waldrop,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
and Kenneth Imes are new memOakley.
bers of Murray Rotary Club yiel-

DEAR ABBY; I received a set of deception?
NO NAME OR CITY
matched I uggage as a Christmas gift
from a close relative.
DEAR NO NAME: A set of
When I opened the packaging,
d
the odor of stale cigarette smoke matched luggage is a splendi
in
well
you
serve
should
that
gift
infurther
On
engulfed the room.
was
spection of the luggage, I discovered the years to come. But it
to have
motel receipts and an empty minia- thoughtless of the giver
checking
ture liquor bottle! The luggage had sent it to you without
of
mention
no
Make
.
interior
the
obviously been used.
had
I feel insulted and hurt that the the fact that it obviously
the
giver assumed that I would gratefully been used,and acknowledge
ou
thank-y
s
graciou
a
with
gift
accept a used cast-off as a gift.
My question to you:Should! write note.
the traditional, gracious thank-you
DEAR ABBY:Now that the Great
note? Or should I acknowledge the

American Smokeout is over, how
about a Great American Sex-Out,
using the Great American Srsokeout
formula:
— If you are having casual sex
now — quit. If not, don't start.
— Keep your 'sexual activity
within your marriage!
— Emphasize abstinence. If that
is absolutely impossible, then practice "safe sex" — which we all know
is an inaccurate term: a more appropriate term would be "cautious"
sex.
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DEAR ELIZABETH: Thank
you for a potentially lifesaving
suggestion. Now, if people will
just say no — and make it stick —
we will be a much healthier soci,
ety!

DEAR ABBY: The writer who said
"hugging is healthy" meant well, but
listen to this: My husband, who is of
average height and weight. was so
happy to see his Tennessee cousin
after five years, he grabbed her and
gave her a big bear hug. She is a tall
and well-built woman, but that hug
ELIZABETH IN SEATTLE broke two of her ribs!
On another occasion, my husband
picked up my petite sister, who had
arthritis in her legs. and carried her
up the church steps for her son's
wedding. His-firm grip on her fractured three ribs!
My mother-in-law is a dear,affecBy GARY LARSON
tionate woman who always gave me
a hug when I went to visit. After
surgery for a ruptured disc in my
neck, I had to wear a brace for three
months. The day after I took the
brace off, she hugged me again, and
I had to go for X-rays and tests. The
doctor said my neck was sprained.
but the fusion of the vertebrae was
intact — but it would probably take
me longer to get over the sprain than
the surgery. My mother-in-law's
method of hugging was to throwher
arm around my neck, getting a vise
grip on — then squeeze!
I still have trouble with my neck,
and I automatically duck when
anyone goes to'hug me — though the
mishap happened more than 20years
ago.
Abby, tell your huggers to please
be gentle with necksand.ribs.
STILL DUCKING
IN KENTUCKY

EILOND1E

d to
ame
turn
iew- Ii
sk a
c•ard
arts.
e ace
•A of I
aeen
arts.
poor

Forty years aga
James L. Johnson, Calloway
County Tax Commissioner, said his
office has started taking information for the 1952 tax assessments
of property in Murray and Calloway County.
Marriages announced include the
following: Laverne Poe to Capl.
Charles Harry Smith on Dec: 19 at
Corinth, Miss.; Charlotte Ann
Roberts to SFC Paul D. Grogan on
Dcc. 26 at Corinth, Miss.; and Nella Jean Workman to James Vaughn
Edwards on Dec. 30 at home of the
Rev. and Mrs. E.A. Somers.
A.J. (Sime) Burkeen was honored at a dinner in celebration of
his 8001 birthday on Dec. 24 at the
home of a grandson, J.B. Burkeen
and Mrs. Burkeen, 301 North 17th
St., Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. John Oscar Robinson will be married for 50 years on
Jan. 12.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
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DEAR DUCKING:Your letter
should be sufficient. Consider
them told.

1
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Dr. Gott
CATHY
"SINCE TOM IS
THE FIRST 'HON CON OF THE
YEAR, NEW YEAR'S
DIETS DON'T TEch_
NitAbLY COuNT
liNTIL TODAY "

44,n
ft.,
ti.,-

4

WHAT 7?
WE STARTED OUR
DIETS LAST
NEDNESDAY!

I GUESS

WE'OE
NO
DAYS
ONE

FIVE
DAYS
AHEAD Of
EVERYONE.

WE HAD FIVE DAYS OF ANISIAISH
FOR NOTHING 7? KAN fr. WE
GET A BONUS FIVE DAYS
THIS YEAR ". A BONUS RUE

BEEN DIETFOR FtUE
AND EVERYELSE HAS

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A
DIET BUDDY TO INSPIRE
THAT WINNING ATTITUDE..

5 OF CHEATING FOR
CATHY AND CHARLENE!!

BEEN tirktING A
FREE - FOR-ALL ??

Ike
itto
rch
Set
reen-

DEAR DR. GOTT. Please provide
information on psoriatic arthritis. I
am particularly interested in knowing
,the correlation between the two. If
'the psoriasis is in remission, will the
larthritis be worse?
DEAR READER Psoriasis is a
common, chronic skin affliction
marked by irregular. scaling plaques.
the
"I hate 'em. They mess on the stools, they attack
The disease is often (but not always)
"
,
associated with a type of inflammamirror — and, of course, they drink like birds.
tory arthritis that may precede or follow the skin erosions_ In many respects. psoriatic arthritis resembles
rheumatoid arthritis; the treatment,
too, is similar.
No one knows the cause of psoriatic
Answer to Previous Puzzle
arthritis. In the majority of cases, the
ACROSS
wrong
arthritis tends to flare up when the
41 "- Hard"
1 Split 0010
lesions worsen. However, skin
MOO
skin
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0
000
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DEAR READER. The fact that you
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may, indeed, be at the root of
lergy
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But an allergy to what?
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your
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Certainly
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27 28 29 30
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tial culprit. Diuretics will occasional41 Letterman ID
44 In music,
ly cause drug allergies and hives.
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high
However, you can't blame the pills if
31II
46 Witty
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hives preceded them.
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remarks
48 Defeat
Return to your doctor for a re-eval41
40
39
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49 Engineer's
uation You may be allergic to someIIIN
compartthing you ate or to some factor (such
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ment
as pollen) in your environment. Stress
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Pilot recounts escape route

Obituaries

MIAMI (AP) - A Cuban pilot
who helped 33 others escape their
homeland aboard a Soviet-made
helicopter told of. how he flew
six feet aboVe the ocean to
Mrs.
about
sister,
one
Gish, Murray;
Eloise M. Goodman, Starke, Fla.; escape being detected by Cuban
two •brothers, Syril L. Pickren, radar.
Cave City', Ark., and James J. PickGerman Pompa Gonzalez, recenrem Jr., Lake Butler, Fla.
tly decorated for service to Fidel
Services will be Wednesday at 1
Castro's troops in Angola, awoke
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock it dawn Friday and dressed in his
Coleman Funeral Home. Murray. national airline's uniform before
The Rev .A Nowell Bingham will creeping aboard the Soviet-made
officiate.
MI-8 helicopter, The New York
Burial will follow in Murray Times reported in today's editions.
City Cemetery.
Pompa, 27, then picked up his
Friends may call at the funeral
defectors including his wife,
y
fellow'
Tuesda
p.m.
9
to
7
home from
at the coastal resort of Varadcro,
Cuba.
"We were flying barely two
yards above the water, and there
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Martha was always the danger that
Kelsey, Sterling Heights, Mich.; Castro's radar would detect us and
one brother, Bill Wallace. Phoenix, force us down," Pompa told The
Md.: five grandchildren; one step- Times during an interview at his
grandchild; three great- sister-in-law's home in a Miami
grandchildren.
suburb.
"Nevertheless, I felt a tremendThe funeral will be Tuesday at 2
sense of equilibrium and calm.
ous
Funerp m. in the chapel of Milner
Rev.
The
ll,
Bardwe
al Home,
David Stephenson will officiate.

Mrs. Virginia Lou Pickren Gish

Mrs. Eli2:abeth
Schmitz

Mrs. Virginia Lou Pickren Gish.
71, of 1520 London Dr, Murray,
died Friday II 11:45 p.m. at General Hospital, Gainesville, Fla.
A retired school teacher, she was
a member of First United Methodist Church, Murray.
Hher husband, Dr. Harold G.
Gish, died on Nov. 26, 1991.
Mrs. Gish-was visiting relatives
in the Florida area when she
became ill.
Survivors include one son, Dana
Gish, and one grandson. David W.

Services for Mrs. Elizabeth
Schmitz were today at 9:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Pierre Funeral Home,
2601 West Franklin St., Evansville,
Ind., and at 10 a.m. at Resurrection
Catholic Church there.
Burial was in St Joseph Cemetery there.
Mrs. Schmitz. 65. Evansville,
Ind.. died Friday at 7:28 a.m. at
Deaconess Hospital there.
Survivors include her husband,
Walter Schmitz; two daughters.
Mrs. Sharon Arant, Murray, and
Mrs. Carolyn Garrison, Evansville:
two sons, Gregory Schmitz and
Gary Schmitz. two sisters. Mrs.
Anna Wargel and Mrs. Rosalie
Frizzell, and one brother, Daniel
Maurer, all of Evansville; 12
grandchildren.

Herman Wallace Jr.
Herman Wallace Jr.. 72. of 703
Chestnut St., Murray, died Sunday
at 5:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was retired from Payne Auto
S'ir.nly in Carlisle County. and was
Tcrnher of Milburn Baptist
in Carlisle County.
•
l8. :9:9. in Carlisle
s,‘n of the late,
and AirTla Farrow
A

Laurel County
residents gather
names for petition

LONDON. Ky (AP) - Some
people in Laurel County argue it is
dry in name only. and they are collecting names on a peution calling
for a countywide vote on kgalizing
alcohol . sales.
'"I don't know of a dry county in
the state of Kentucky:. said Laurel
County resident Farmer "Bud"
Shell. who led an unsuccessful pet
ition drive for a wet-dry electior.
last year. "1 don't think there
such a thing."
Catherffie Staib. attorney for the
state Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission, said there are more
attempts going on now 'to legalize
alcohol sales or call for votes than
she had seen in a decade..
Supporters of legal alcohol sales
in Russell and Simpson counties
collected enough names on petitions to require wet-dry elections
The vote in Simpson will be Saturday, and the election in Russell. is
scheduled for March 10. In addition, supporters of legal
alcohol sales are collecting names
to require an election in Madisonville. LOcal.officia1S in Morgan and
Lee counties said they had hard
rumors that petition drives are
under way, but that they had not
seen the petitions and did not know
the status of them.
In areas where votes aie scheduled -Dr being sought. supporters
contend that legal sales would
DOOSI the economy. -They say that
would occur not only by providing
jobs at liquor stores and restaurants, but also by bringing in tourists and making the area more
attractive for economic
development. _-

..;de h:s wife. Mrs.
Wallace: two sons.
Ei.,h Wallace.

Burial will follow in Milburn
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Taxpayers to see little
difference in tax forms
"
Sparrow, a
COVINGTO\ K. (AP) - *.confusion. said Jim
& Co.
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.
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big
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see
011.1
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"This is the 10th change in 10
harder on their returns, tax prepar" Malthouse said. "People
years,
ers S.P.,
are just frustrated with all the
'Mo.; people in. the S100.000
changes. don't have time to keep
1':rid
income 1-rac.ket.
up with them:"
Brian`
said
pay higher taxes,
The federal I2X act of 1990 also
Malthouse. tax director at VonLchd a third, 31 -percent tax
create
"They
man & Co. in Fort Mitchell.
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deducthe
of
some
ating
are elimin
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ions."
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us.
Previo
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file
who
0
S82.15
S100.000 in 1991 should pay about
tax
of
tage
percen
t
highes
the
ly
said.
he
1990,
-the same ast
"Any change' creates a lot of was 28 percen

Falling rates may help parks
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Plunging interest rates have made a
proposal to improve Kentucky's
state parks even more appealing.
but the project may still be delayed
for two years. Gov. Brereton Jones
said.
The governor said Friday that he
was thinking of a "S100 million
investment in our state parks
sy7Stem.--
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Pompa and his wife, Maria de la
Caridad Carrazana, will be living
along with 12 Other defectors with
Carrazana's sister ,Mari Diaz in
Opa-Locka.
The escape has angered the
government, which is callCuban
Pompa was cheered by relatives
ing on the United States to return
when U.S. immigration officials
the helicopter and the defectors to
released him and 32 of the other
Cuba.
defectors released from Krome
the
ay.
Saturd
on
Detention Center
One of the exiles said economic
Herald reported. One was detained
conditions in Cuba are deteriorating in the wake of aid cutoffs by
because relatives couldn't be
former Cuban allies in the Soviet
contacted.
al
bloc.
politic
td
All 34 have reques
"Every day it's worse in Cuba,"
asylum. Cubans, unlike Haitians
co-pilot Raul Reyes. "I pity
ely
said
and other groups, arc routin
who are still back
people
the
for
e
eligibl
are
and
granted asylum
there."
legal residency after one year.

Bryan County
escapee caught
in Las Vegas

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)- An
arrest outside a Las Vegas motel
ended the flight of a Bryan County
jail inmate who escaped with a
double murderer last fall and is
wanted with him in at least one
killing since then.
Dennis Gene Reese, captured
Sunday, is charged with Michael
St. Clair in a Kentucky slaying and
is wanted for questioning in three
killings in two other states, FBI
spokesman Dan Vogel in Oklahoma City said.
Reese's arrest "concludes a
nationwide manhunt that was probably one of the most intensive
searches the FBI has ever undertaken," Vogel said.
Reese, 31, was taken into custody about 7:30 p.m. on a warrant
charging him with unlawful flight
to avoid confinement, Vogel said.
He is in the Clark County jail in
the custody of the Las Vegas FBI,
and was expected to appear before
a federal magistrate today. Vogel
said.
Reese was awaiting trial on a
murder charge in the strangulation
and beating of a woman in Bryan
County when he escaped with St.
Clair on 'Sept. 19. Authorities r>ay
they used a sharpened object to
overcome jailers.
St Clair, 34, was captured last
month at his brother's house in
Hugo.
Reese, said to have Split up with
St. Clair well before St. Clair's
capture, was with at least one other
person at the time of his arrest,
Vogel said.

"I want to get very, very aggressive with repair work and even new
construction in our state parks,"
Jones said at WKYT-TV in LexOnion, where he taped a segment
of "27 Newsmakers" for broadcast
Sunday morning.
An upcoming study will details
the park System's needs, he said.
The governor said the state could
sell bonds, at the declining interest
rates, to finance the construction
and renovation, and repay the. buyers at a rate of $10 million a year
However, Jones cautioned that
work at the state parks might have
to be put off until 1994, "but I'm
not willing to abandon that idea.'
Jones said the parks construc
tion, steered toward Kentucky contractors, would stimulate the econotny and create jobs. He said joblessness in Kentucky is probably
double the official 7.1 percent
unemployment rate.

Ten days before the flight, Pompa had received a medal for his distinguish&J career during two years'
duty in Angola.

I knew that-one way or another, it
would soon be over," said Pompa,
who normally ferried tourists
around Cuba in the helicopter.
Pompa had planned the flight for
three months, and the group had to
abort two previous attempts, The
Miami Herald reported in Sunday's
editions. "Nobody suspected anything," he said
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BEST RATES IN TOWN FOR A
REFUND ANTICTIPATION LOAN!
• No Money Required
All fees can be deducted from refund.

GET YOUR LOAN IN 2 TO 4 DAYS
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-3642

NEW YEAR'S SALE
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Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient, Dedicated Service
713 South Fourth St.

Modern Facilities
753-6800

$195"

$7900

$8900

Pine Pie Safe

Pine Wash Stand

Pine Jelly Cupboard

All Framed Pictures On Sale Now!
installation.
CARPET SALE - Buy 20 yards or more of any kind & receive FREE
IN STOCK
WALLPAPER SALE
Reg. $16.00 Per Double

$14.00
86.00

Borders

Reg $12.00 Per Double
Borders

$10.00
$4.95

Reg. $10.00 Per Double
Borders

$8.00

Even Some Paper As Low
As $5.00 Per Double

$2.00

